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Second alleged
arsonist charged
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer
A second person has been
charged in connection with 19
occurrences of arson across campus
since the beginning of the fall
semester.
Michael Conrad, 18, was found
to be linked to one of the incidents.
At 1:08 a.m. on Thursday, Sept. 2, a
report was received regarding a
couch that was on fire in front of
the quad side of Gannett Hall,
according to police reports.
Two intoxicated individuais had
boasted to several people in the area
they wanted to set the couch on fire,
according to witnesses. Following
an investigation and two eye-wit-
ness accounts, Public Safety offi-
cers were able to determine Conrad
was one of these men and that he
had used a lighter to set the back
Cloth portion of the couch on tire.
After the couch was lit, he appar-
ently ran, leaving it in front of the
hall.
On Wednesday, Oct. 13, he was
issued a criminal summons for
reckless conduct and is being
referred to Judicial Affairs. Public
Safety believes Conrad's involve-
ment is isolated to this one incident
and that he is not responsible for
any of the 16 unsolved incidents of
arson.
The first charges in relationship
to the arson incidents were filed
earlier this month against Nikita
Melnikov, 18, of Orono.
Sergeant Chris Gardner of
Public Safety said he does not
believe Melnikov or Conrad com-
mitted these acts of arson vindic-
tively or maliciously, but said they
are still serious in nature.
"We don't believe [Melnikov]
was trying to light the building on
fire," Gardner said. "[But] the
potential of doing something like
that, whether intentional or not, can
pose risk to people's lives."
Melnikov said he feels he is tak-
ing the fall for people committing
larger crimes of arson around cam-
pus.
"I am not your arsonist,"
Melnikov said in an e-mail dated
See ARSON on Page 2
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Damon finds his stroke
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IT'S DESTINY — A UMaine student is escorted away by a Public Safety officer from the
bonfire and minor riot outside of Lord and Alumni halls Wednesday night after the Boston
Red Sox game. The Sox beat the Yankees 10-3 and are advancing to the World Series
where they will face the St. Louis Cardinals or the Houston Astros.
UM football coach succumbs
to 3 year battle with cancer
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
The University of Maine lost a
valuable member of its football staff
when Assistant Coach Jeff Cole
passed away after a three-and-a-
half-year battle with cancer on
Monday, Oct. 18.
"We had to physically say good-
bye to a member of our family," said
Director of Athletics Patrick Nero.
"Spiritually and emotionally, he will
always be with us."
Cole, 30, left
the Black Bears
after traveling
with the team to
the season
opener in
Montana,
despite the con-
dition
Transitional
Cell Carcinoma
left him in.
"His fortitude on that trip was
amazing," said Head Coach Jack
Cole
Cosgrove. "He wanted to be there,
he was so courageous."
The next game, Cole sat in the
press box at Alfond Stadium and
watched his team take on Northern
Colorado. The team was hoping to
have Cole do the same last weekend
with James Madison University, but
Cole's situation didn't allow that
opportunity.
With that knowledge, the team
went to Cole's Bangor home last
See COLE on Page 2
Kennedy, Dana reach out to students
Administrators' free pizza social in Wade Center for informal exchange
By Ira Perkins
For The Maine Campus
Students gathered on Tuesday
afternoon in the Wade Center for
Student Leadership Memorial
Union to get personal with
University of Maine Interim
President Robert Kennedy and
Dean of Students Robert Dana.
The event was an open invita-
tion pizza party for all students to
dine in a casual atmosphere with
the administrators'.
For the most part this was a
great time. for students and facul-
ty to step outside of academia for
a few moments to eat, drink and
to talk with Kennedy and Dana.
Kennedy said he planned the
event as a way to make a connec-
tion with the student body and
interact with them on a personal
level. Anyone with concerns for
the two were urged to address
them.
"You can attract a group of
students with pizza," Kennedy
said.
Kennedy admitted he enjoys
his students and said he felt
very connected with them at
the event.
Kennedy went on to say that
his fondness for UMaine goes
further than just the campus. He
said that the way the people in
the state of Maine show their
support to the university is just
one thing that gives him a sense
of pride, and that makes him
happy to represent the university
as its president.
Dana, like Kennedy, was very
interested in connecting with the
students. He said he wants them
to feel comfortable enough that
See PIZZA on Page 2
Hiker's body recovered
after accident in Acadia
By Maeghan Naimie
For The Maine Campus
The body of a 21-year-old from
Hampden has been recovered
after being swept into the Atlantic
Ocean on Sunday while he was
climbing in Acadia National Park.
Emil Lin, a graduate student at
Northeastern University, was last
seen by his climbing partner,
University of Maine student John
Rudnicki, and his family on Otter
Cliffs in Acadia.
The pair were climbing a cliff,
and Rudnicki reached the top first.
Lin remained at the bottom when
a wave at high tide washed up and
dislodged some equipment that
had previously been tied to their
climbing ropes.
Lin realized that along with the
equipment, his shoe had been
washed out into the ocean. He
unharnessed himself and dove
into the ocean, swimming out
approximately 100 feet to retrieve
his shoe.
Lin swam back, but could not
manage to climb back up or get a
grip on the rocks before a large
wave came up and washed him
into the ocean, according to
National Park Ranger Richard
Rechholtz.
Rudnicki was unharmed in the
incident, according to Kevin
Cochary, Branch Chief of MD1
operations for Acadia.
"They were just trying out new
climbing gear," said Acadia
National Park Ranger Neal
Labrie.
There was a three-day search
for Lin's body, according to the
Maine State Police. It was called
off on Sunday evening because of
worsening sea conditions and
resumed the next day.
The search consisted of joint
operations with the Coast Guard
and Marine Patrol and included
three Coast Guard Vessels, two
sight seeing boats, a Coast Guard
helicopter and one jet. Park staff
and other workers scoured the
shore from Otter Cliffs to Great
Head in search of the young man.
The Marine Patrol's first diver
was sent out on Tuesday morning
because the waters were too dan-
gerous on Monday and were
expected to be similar on
Wednesday. Within 20 minutes,
the first diver had retrieved Lin's
body.
Emil's parents had been watch-
ing Sunday from atop the cliff and
saw him swept under the water.
They explained he had been visit-
ing home and was an experienced
climber. Both boys were original-
ly from Hampden, Maine.
According to Cochary, Lin's
body has since been transported to
a funeral home.
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Thursday, Oct. 21, 2004
Men's Discussion Group
The Catholic Student
Organization, in conjunction
with the Newman Center, will
host a Men's Discussion
Group to discuss issues of
importance to students. The
groups are student-led and
the topics are picked by stu-
dents. The purpose of the
group is to give a place for
students to honestly look at
Issues and feel comfortable
expressing their viewpoints
and learning from each other.
For information call Casey
Murphy on FirstClass.
Film presenatIon
"Outtoxed," the documen-
tary film that looks at FOX
News, will be shown by the
Maine Peace Action
Committee at 7 p.m. in Room
110 of Little Hall. Admission is
free. Call Anna Sweeney at
942-7287 for information.
Socialist and Marxist
lunch
The Department of
Philosophy will host
"Challenging U.S. Support for
Israel's Occupation of
Palestine: International Law
and Human Rights," as part of
its Socialist and Marxist
Luncheon Series. Phyllis
Bennis, the director of the
New Internationalism Program
of Institute for Policy Studies,
will speak. The talk will take
place from 12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
in the Bangor Room of
Memorial Union. For informa-
tion call Doug Allen at 581-
3860.
Peace Lecture
Phyllis Bennis, the director
of the New Internationalism
Program of Institute for Policy
Studies, will speak as part of
the Howard B. Schonberger
Peace and Social Justice
Lecture on "Challenging
Empire: Iraq, the U.N., and
the 'Second Super-Power."
Correction
The conditions of two
patients at Eastern Maine
Medical Center in Bangor
were inadvertently reversed in
the Monday, Oct. 18 edition of
The Maine Campus. Joshua
Mimmovich should have been
RICK REDMOND
• 45811210
The talk will take place at 7:30
p.m. in Minsky Recital Hall.
Swing Dance
The Back Door Dance
Studio hosts a Swing and
Ballroom Dance every Friday
from 8 to 10 p.m. in the Keith
Anderson Community Center,
19 Bennoch Road, Orono. For
information call 843-5638.
Friday, Oct. 22, 2004
Land Talk
The Wildlife Ecology
Seminar Series will present
"Aldo Leopold and the Land
Ethic: Is It Still Relevant?"
today at 12 p.m. in 204
Nutting Hall. The talk will fea-
ture Richard Knight of
Colorado State University.
Saturday, Oct. 23, 2004
Poetry walk
The first annual Penobscot
Poetry Walk, co-sponsored by
the Department of English and
Bangor merchants, will be
held from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
downtown Bangor. More than
twenty well-known and emerg-
ing poets, along with UMaine
students and community
members of Middle Eastern,
Latin American and Asian
descent will participate in the
all-day event. For information
call Kathleen Ellis at 581-
3858.
Submitting information
Submissions for The Maine
Campus Community Calendar
are free, and can be sent on
FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder
or dropped oft in The Maine
Campus office located in the
basement of Memorial Union
Please include all the impor-
tant information about your
event. Deadlines for submis-
sions are 9 a.m. Sunday for
Monday publication and 9
a.m. Wednesday for Thursday
publication. First priority will
be given to events that direct-
ly affect university students.
listed in fair condition and
Sean Malone should have
been listed in critical condi-
tion.
The Maine Campus strives
to have an accurate and
informative paper. If you
notice that we have made an
error, please contact the
appropriate section editor.
Join
the
gang
Write for
TILL
A
News section.
Contact Richard Redmond on
First Class or by phone at
581-1270 for details.
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Thursday night.
Before the group arrived, Nero
sat down with Cole to make sure he
was physically up to having nearly
100 visitors that night. Nero said
that Cole wouldn't have it any other
way.
Not only did Cole embrace the
visitors, but he spent a moment with
every single player on the team.
"Last Thursday was as special of
an event that I've been around,"
Cosgrove said. "To see young peo-
ple express to him their feelings and
him back ... it was truly an amazing
event, and I think we're all better off
for having been through it"
Cole, survived by his wife
Andrea, offered more than the X's
and O's of football. He was one of
those coaches who made an imme-
diate impact on everyone he came in
contact with, said those close to him.
"He loved the idea of being a
coach, a teacher, a leader of young
men, and he worked hard at , it,"
Cosgrove said.
Cole wanted to make sure the
young men were more than just ath-
letes but were great students and
people as well.
"He coached our student athletes
in the classroom," Cosgrove said.
"He coached them on how to live
their lives and wanted them to model
the things they had learned from
their families."
Cosgrove said Cole took on the
role of the father for players away
from home.
Along with the passion for his
job and the people around him, Nero
said one of the things Cole wanted to
be remembered for was the love he
had for UMaine.
Cole first came to UMaine as
tight end coach in 1997. After
spending the following two seasons
at Bonny Eagle High School as the
offensive coordinator and line
coach, as well as a history and psy-
chology teacher, Cole returned to
UMaine.
Entering his sixth season in 2004,
Cole was responsible for the running
backs and special teams unit
"His passion for what he did was
clearly evident," Cosgrove said.
"People who love what they're
doing are generally successful."
Cole's on field success began as
he helped the Black Bears win back-
to-back Atlantic 10 championships
in 2001 and 2002 along with having
several of his players garner recog-
nition in the conference and on a
national level.
But Cole's real success came
with the way he touched the people
around him and his relentless effort
to always make a difference.
"He's the only guy who has ever
been able to watch me play, critique
my style and make me better as a
player," said senior Marcus
Williams, who Cole recruited and
coached in the position. "But most
importantly he tried to make me a
better person. He would always try
to give me advice, and if I did some-
thing stupid off the field, he would
let me know about it."
At the start of the season the slo-
gan for special teams was "One
Direction," which signified team-
work and working in one unified
force. When Cole left for treatment
in Mexico after the Northern
Colorado game, the team wore a
decal on their helmets of an arrow,
representing "One Direction".
"[Cole] did a great job of contin-
uing to model that up until the end,"
Cosgrove said. "He's given us so
much this last week or so in terms of
courage."
Cole, a 1996 graduate and three-
year letter winner at St John Fisher,
always wore the yellow Lance
Armstrong bracelet. Before he
passed away, Cole addressed a room
of immediate family and coaches
and said:
"Make sure you are ready to give
more than you get," as he held up his
yellow bracelet, embossed with the
phrase "Livestrong" that adorned his
left arm.
A memorial gathering will be
held 7 p.m. Thursday in the Wells
Commons Conference Center and is
open to the all members University
of Maine community.
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
THREE MEN AND A PIZZA - Dean of Students.1191pert Dana enjoys pizza and talks about
the past night's baseball game with Student Governmant officers Kyle Cyr, center, and
Ross Bartlett, right, Tuesday in the Wade Center. Both Dana an d interim president Robert
Kennedy met with students to get to know and talk with members of the student body.
PIZZA
From Page 1
they can say anything and reach
out to him and Kennedy for
things they may need. They want
to be able to get together and
solve student problems because
it's their belief that students and
faculty have a continuous rela-
tionship.
"We have leaders, doers,
thinkers and actors here on cam-
pus ... UMaine is a gem to this
state," Dana said.
Natalie Beiser, a member of
the Campus Activity Board and
frequency director for Student
Entertainment commented on
how relaxed the party was. ,
"It was really cool just being
able to talk to them about how
things are going in school and
their jobs," Beiser said.
President of Student
Government, Cortlynn Hepler,
was also impressed with the out-
come of Tuesday's party.
"It's great to see those guys
reaching out to students," Hepler
said.
ARSON
From Page 1
Thursday, Oct. 7. "The only regula-
tions I feel I obstructed were pos-
session of a lighter and lighting it
within a residence. However, I
seem to be taking much of the
blame for others' larger offenses."
Melnikov said in his defense
that small burn marks in an elevator
happen frequently. Several of the
16 unsolved incidents involved ele-
vators and minor scorching.
Gardner said that they are severe in
nature, especially due to past situa-
tions on campus and the potential
damage even a small fire could
cause.
"Just because the intent is not
malicious does not minimize it,"
Gardner said, "especially since the
same type of incident is what we
believe was the cause for the nearly
one million dollar fire we had in
Hancock Hall."
Both men face court dates,
which could lead to jail time if they
are found guilty. The maximum
prison term in the State of Maine
for an arson crime that does not
lead to the loss of life is 20 years,
according to state Assistant Fire
Marshal Joe Thomas.
"No, they IMelnikov and
Conrad] most likely won't get [20
years]," Thomas said. "They're cer-
tainly going to have litigation
brought against them."
The remaining 16 incidents of
arson are still under investilation. a
.11••••=ana•AMION orawardeta.s.
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College Success Programs' open house celebrates new location
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
The College Success
Programs, formally the Onward
Program, welcomed the public
to their new location at East
Annex with an open house and
ribbon-cutting ceremony on
Tuesday afternoon.
The change had to be made
after the Onward building,
where the program was located
for 31 years, was torn down to
allow the expansion of the
Advanced Engineered Wood
Composites center, according to
Ruth Doucette, the Tutor
Program coordinator. The loca-
tion change forced the IT Help
Center and the Environmental
Health and Safety department,
both formerly located in the
East Annex, to move to
Memorial Union and York
Village, respectively.
"We've got a lot more
room," Doucette said. "We were
really crowded at the old facili-
ty."
Along with a new location,
the recent name change from
the Onward Program to the
College Success Programs was
celebrated. Jerry Ellis, director
of the College Success
Programs, said the two changes
occurring at the same time was
completely coincidental.
"The name change was a
result of three years of strategic
planning," Ellis said.
After it was decided last year
that the name would be
changed, Ellis and h4 col-
leagues thought that because
they had to change their loca-
tion as well, it would be best to
introduce both adjustments at
the same time.
The College Success
Programs is now an umbrella
for four different departments,
including the Onward Program,
Disability Support Services,
Student Achievement Grant for
Education and the Tutor
Program.
"By having a name change
it'll help the campus communi-
ty understand what we do a lit-
Ile more," Doucette said. "It has
a nice positive ring to it," Ellis
commented. "It won't be asso-
ciated with anything negative."
The Onward Program origi-
nally began in the fall of 1970.
According to Ellis, it was the
result of University of Maine
students and staff wanting to do
something active to support the
civil rights movement. In 1968,
a program began to provide fif-
teen African American students
from Washington D.C. and New
York, who may not have been
otherwise accepted to the
school through the standard
application, admission for two
years at UMaine. The students
were called the Martin Luther
King scholars.
The program was unsuccess-
ful, however, partly due to a
lack of mentors and African
American staff. The college
then decided in 1970 to begin a
similar service they titled the
Onward Program to provide
admission to fifteen Maine stu-
dents who would otherwise not
be accepted. The program has
since evolved to provide this
service for fifty students every
year.
The importance of the
College Success Programs to
the many students it has helped
achieve academic success was
widely apparent at the ceremo-
ny. Many students were present
to show their support and appre-
ciation.
"I don't think I could have
done it without them," Doretta
Callahan said.
Callahan entered college as a
single mother who wanted to
advance her education in order
to get a job that would pay
enough to support her family.
Callahan said older students,
such as herself, had good rea-
sons for feeling like they could-
n't attend college right after
high school. Entering a school
environment again was a very
difficult transition for Callahan,
a transition she said the College
Success Programs got her
through.
"It opens the door for non-
traditional students for how to
function in a 20-something
environment," said Sarah
Socalexis, who was also helped
by the College Success
Programs when she returned to
school after 15 years.
Lyndsy Shuman, a senior
tutor, said the Tutor Program
has been a major factor in the
educational success of many
students. It provides them with
an average of a one letter-grade
increase in the subject they're
having difficulty in.
"It can help you get where
PHOTO BY PAUL BARTSCHINGER
SNIP, SNIP — Director of the Onward Program and Division
of Student Academic Services Jerry Ellis cut the ribbon to
formally open the College Success Program in East Annex
on Tuesday afternoon.
you want to be," Shuman said. anniversary of the Lewis and
"A lot of people leave the pro- Clark expedition.
gram satisfied." "The Lewis and Clark expedi-
The ribbon cutting ceremony tion is over," Mahon said. "But
was led by Interim Provost John everyone who walks thruu&b..
Mahon, who mentioned that this these doors is continuing their
year also marked the 200th own expedition of discovery."
October 24-29
SUNDAY
Theater: Bent followed by talkback and reception
with director Sandra Hardy and cast
2pm_ Hauck Auditorium, Memorial Union.
MONDAY
Author: Abigail Garner speaks
about children with gay parents
7pm. Bangor Lounge, Mernorial Union.
TuESDAY
Film: Bil-sex'u-al and brown bag discussion
led by the United Church of Christ's Eric C. Smith
12:15pm. Coe Room, Memorial Union_
Film: Family Fundamentals documentary
about coming out in three religious families
with discussion led by Eric. C. Smith
7pm_ Room 100, Donald P. Corbett Hall.
Starts Sunday!
rEirall THE UNIVERSITY OF
MAINE
WEDNESDAY
Singer-Songwriter: Jessie Mallory
7pm. Bears Den Pub, Memorial Union.
THURSDAY
Open House: Wilde Stein Alliance
epm. Muhipurpose Room, Memorial Union_
FRIDAY
Coming Out Week Dance
gpm-lam_ York Commons
w
wvv.umaineiedulgibt
For mora Information, call (207) 581-1439
Coming Out VVeek is sponsored by Nide Stain AIca, GIST Miles Counci, Deans of Students,
Student Government, Residents on Campus, Prograrn Fund, Diversity Fund, Residence Life and
Programs and the School of Perfoiming Arts_
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POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer
Alleged cookie theft
results in summons
A man was issued a summons
following a complaint of harass-
ment on Friday, Oct. 15. On
Tuesday, Sept. 7, a female stu-
dent complained she was being
harassed by her ex-boyfriend.
As a result, James Hills, 23, of
Solon was issued a harassment
warning and told to stay away
from his ex-girlfriend. The
woman told police that on Oct.
15, she was talking to a friend
on a bench between Oxford Hall
and Knox Hall when Hills
allegedly walked up to her and
threw a book on the ground in
front of her. The book belonged
to her and she said Hills said
that he was returning it. Hills
received a summons for harass-
ment and was warned not to
have any further contact with
the woman.
Cookie theft at Marketplace
leads to summons
A student was issued a sum-
mons for theft for allegedly
stealing two cookies from the
Marketplace in Memorial Union
at 11:28 a.m. Thursday, Oct. 14.
An assistant manager at the
Marketplace saw a woman take
two cookies from a basket and
place them inside her notebook.
The woman was then allegedly
seen walking to an entrance-only
area and exiting without paying.
A manager approached her and
stopped her. A Public Safety offi-
cer responded and approached
the woman, identified as Sarah
Cady, 21, of Linneus. According
to the police report, Cady said
that she had intended to come
back and pay for the cookies
with cash. Public Safety found
no cash on her at the time, nor
did she have a MaineCard. Cady
was issued a summons for theft.
Underage man nabbed for
drunken driving
A man was arrested on
Rangely Road following a traffic
stop at 2:22 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 17.
An officer patrolling Rangely
Road noticed a vehicle pass
University Credit Union and drift
over the center line. The vehicle
did this twice more before the
officer signaled for the driver to
pull over. Approaching the vehi-
cle, the officer smelled alcohol
coming from the car. He asked the
driver, Ryan Babeu, 19, of Orono
to step out of the vehicle. Babeu
opened the door and had trouble
getting out. He was asked how
much he had had to drink and
denied having had any drinks. The
officer asked him to blow in his
direction. Babeu did so and then
admitted to having one beer earli-
er. Following field sobriety test-
ing, it was determined Babeu
should not have been driving. He
was arrested for operating under
the influence and transported to
the Penobscot County Jail. His
blood alcohol level was found to
be .07. Babeu will be referred to
the Department of Motor Vehicles
for violating Maine's zero-toler-
ance law.
York resident issued summons
for marijuana in residence hall
A man was issued a summons
following a report of the smell of
marijuana in York Hall at 12:17
a.m. on Sunday, Oct. 17. Public
Safety responded to the dorm
room where the smell of marijuana
seemed to be coming from. A resi-
dent opened the door. Officers
immediately detected a heavy
scent of marijuana and burned
incense. The resident gave the offi-
cer permission to enter. The resi-
See BEAT on page 7
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Story hour
CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY
MOOSE TALES — Interim President Robert Kennedy reads "If You Give a Moose a Muffin"
to preschoolers Monday. The story hour is part of an ongoing series held in and spon-
sored by the University Bookstore.
STUDENT SENATE NOTES
Senate mulls over fraternity allocations
Campus events fare better when requesting money, travel expense requests denied
By Diana McElwain
Staff Writer '
This year's sixth meeting of
the University of Maine General
Student Senate began with a
moment of silence. Lead by
Student Body President Cortlynn
Hepler, the moment was to honor
Assistant Football Coach Jeff
Cole, who recently passed away,
as well as for the three UMaine
students still hospitalized after a
car accident.
Hepler also informed the
group of a positive event: A meet-
and-greet that was held by Interim
President Robert Kennedy on that
day.
"He made himself available
and really reached out to stu-
dents," Hepler said. "And he pro-
vided free pizza."
Hepler said that similar events
will be scheduled in the future,
and that he was very impressed
with the President.
"I think it's great to see him do
that as the previous president did-
n't," Hepler said. "He's already
got a leg up on the other guy."
Also receiving positive feed-
back was Sen. Brandon Libby,
who was named Senator of the
Month by General Student Senate
President Kate O'Brien.
"I think it's important to recog-
nize him," O'Brien said. "He did
a lot of work not only this semes-
ter, but last semester as well."
Financial allocations to student
organizations were also decided
on Tuesday. One group that
received funds was Phi Kappa
Sigma for their annual haunted
house. The event raises money for
the fraternity's philanthropy, the
Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society.
In past years the group raised
the money by charging the
house's visitors, including under-
graduate students. Ross Bartlett,
vice president for financial
affairs, said this year will be dif-
ferent.
"I've made an agreement that
they will let undergraduates in for
free, so hopefully they will still
receive donations," Bartlett said.
The senate voted to allocate
$1,065 to aid Phi Kappa Sigma in
hosting their haunted house.
Another Greek organization
did not fare as well. Pi Kappa
Alpha President James Weiland
came to request $1,000 to help
send twenty-six brothers to the
group's regional conference.
Weiland said that while it may
seem like a lot of men to send, the
rewards are worth the price.
"Almost every guy who has
gone to this has become more
active on campus, including
myself," Weiland said.
Sen. Jud Ritter agreed that
,sge GSS On PCI.P.7.
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NO WASTED TIME
NO WASTED MONEY
Prepaid wireless, that's what Talkrracker is for.
r
SRL°
TalkTracker
• 300 Bonus Minutes at activation
• 500 Daytime Minutes,
• Unlimited Nights and Weekends
• FREE Text Messaging through November 13th
• Includes Nationwide Long Distance
$50 KyoceraRave
Phone
Us. Cellular
1-888-BUY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
5
300 Bonus Minutes requires activation of a new ParTrackere service with $30 aCtivation tee, Bonus Minutes expire 50 days from last f efr awl are available in the local calling area ortly and are used alter package ninnies. Benus Minutes do not apply to roaming, directory assistance or International call charges Unlimited Nights and
weekmisiornation is a woad tiny offer onkavailable remTalklmacyys 3/ompalkBanks,50 and NiapeOlgpt and wedkod rntnols ayevagd mnridiv,Fridaopm to 1059am and ail 4,3/ Saturday and $unday Prurient Messaging through 11/13/04, thereafter $5 95rrno tor 250 messages Must rail to cancel Promotional phone oiler.
requtres activalibri sat a nesV iatKrraaff Ovite. Promotional Phalle Is sullied to change. United time offer, Restrictions may apply For TilkPackeec.overage and restrictions, see the coverage map and tdrarearrerrierrrroCerukrrrotesreol artlroredsrerls.rtrOrrUCAltolarklorporriorp- • .....
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Three
years
later:
Peace lives
on in Bangor
By Suphatra Paravichai
For The Maine Campus
Three years ago, over 100 silent
protesters stood in front of the feder-
al building in Bangor, Maine holding
signs with messages of peace and
anti-warfare. These folks were from
Bangor's Justice and Peace Center.
After seeing the effects of 9-11 that
led to the bombings in Afghanistan,
they decided their peaceful vigils
would spread the word about what
they deemed an unnecessary war.
Three years later, they still stand
proud.
"I've been coming here since it
began, every single Tuesday from 5
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Every single darn
day since three years ago and even
on Christmas," said Jerry Eldridge, a
resident from Bangor, as he waved to
a passing car that honked for peace.
He smiled at the passenger's friendli-
ness, and reminisces on times when
people weren't so responsive.
"When we first started, people
would yell obscenities or give us the
finger. Now that three years has
passed and they've seen what we've
seen — no progress at all, and thou-
sands dead.. .well, it goes to say, they
aren't so mean anymore," Eldridge
said.
The slow accumulation of sup-
port for troops in Iraq was noted by
another protester, Kevin Holmes of
Bangor. He believes that support for
troops goes beyond saying only
those three words. He uses the popu-
lar yellow ribbon bumper stickers he
sees on passing cars as an example.
"Everyone's got one. The prob-
lem is, they all say, 'Support Our
Troops' and that's it. How are you
gonna support them? We got our-
selves the same ribbons that say
'Support Our Troops-Bring Them
HOME!' Now that's how we should
support our troops," Holmes said.
He said he proudly holds a tall
white sign that states, "Innocent
Blood — $1.09 a gallon."
Though the group started out sim-
ply in reaction to the war, the mem-
PHOTOS BY SARAH BIGNEY
TAKE A STAND — Chris Stank of VVinterport joins more than 20 other members of the Peace and Justice Center of
Eastern Maine in a peace vigil in downtown Bangor. Tuesday marked the three-year anniversary of the weekly vigils.
bers can't help but agree that the
peArP demonstration is slowly and
surely becoming a political stance.
Some signs take jabs at the cur-
rent Commander in Chief, boldly
stating things like: "Stop Mad
Cowboy Disease!" and "George
Bush is a War Criminal."
Some members express deep
concern re-election of George W.
Bush, citing what they feel are dan-
gers he poses to the future of the
country.
"This war is about oil, and
America can't afford it anymore.
George W. Bush has made enough
money off the American people,"
said Carol Jenkins, another resident
of Bangor and member of the Justice
and Peace Center.
She has stood with a sign through
harsh Maine weather to support her
cause. Jenkins said she's not sure if
her actions will make a difference,
but she has faith.
"Maybe it will. I hope so. I don't
know, and it doesn't matter. What
matters is that we are out here, saying
something. For three years, and how-
ever many more if the war keeps
going," Jenkins said.
PEACE IS PATRIOTIC — Kerry Curtis of Levant, mother of UM student Isaac Curtis, was
"there because he couldn't be here," she said, refering to her son. Curtis is getting
involved again to make her voice heard.
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Homecoming events:
FRIDAY, OCT. 22
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.:
Senior Alumni. Buchanan
Alumni House. RSVP to (800)
934-2586 (ext. 1142)
1:30 p.m.: Grand opening,
science and engineering
research building. Housing the
Department of Electrical &
Computer Engineering and the
Laboratory for Surface Science
& Technology. (207) 581-
2211.
3 p.m. to 4 p.m.: Fourth
Annual UMAA Spirit of Maine
Achievement Award honoring
Linden McClure '89. Class of
1944 Bear's Den, Memorial
Union. RSVP to (800) 934-
2586 (ext. 1494)
7 p.m.: Kappa Sigma Open
House. (207) 542-9433.
8 p.m.: Axis Dance
Company. Maine Center for the
Arts. Tickets: (207) 581-1755
or (800) 622-8499
8 p.m.: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Burning Heart Ceremony.
Family and friends are also
welcomed. (207) 866-7755.
SATURDAY, OCT. 23
8 a.m.: Alumni Band
Breakfast. Room 100, Class of
1944 Hall. (207) 532-0671 or
(207) 532-6551.
8 a.m.. to 9:30 a.m.:
Club breakfast. McIntire Room,
Buchanan Alumni House.
RSVP to (207) 581-4718.
9 a.m.: Kappa Sigma tailgat-
ing. (207) 542-9433.
9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.: Phi
Kappa Sigma Open House and
mingle. Tours of the house;
meet the brothers. (207) 866-
5642.
1 a.m. to 12 p.m.: Alpha
Omicron Pi Open House.
Chapter Room, Penobscot Hall.
10 a.m.: Phi Eta Kappa
Alumni annual meeting.
Chapter Room, Phi Eta Kappa
House. (207) 942-0832.
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.: Chi
Omega Open House. Tours of
the house; meet the sisters.
(207) 866-4215.
10 a.m. to -5p.m.; 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Sunday: Alumni
Association Craft Fair. UMaine
Field House. Admission $1.00
per person, under 12 free. (207)
-581-1149.
11 a.m.: Engineering lunch-
eon in honor of Dr. Gerald
Harmon. Wells Conference
Center. (207) 581-2216.
11 a.m.: Residence Life
RD's AND RA's eighth annual
alumni reunion. Penobscot
Hall. (207) 581-4801.
11 a.m.: All alumni "GO
BLUE" homecoming celebra-
tion tent. Go Blue Tent, north
end of Morse Field. Game tick-
et required for admission.
Concessions & cash bar avail-
Isra no. Ow WWWWWWWWWWWWWW
able. Kids & students under 21
must be accompanied
11 a.m.: Class of 1953 tail-
gating. Lot "A" at the north-
western end of Alfond Stadium.
No game ticket required for
admission. BYOB
munchies. Open before the
game and during halftime. Call
Woody Carville '53 at (207)
866-4005.
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.: Pi
Beta Phi Homecoming celebra-
tion. (207) 322-5119.
11:30 Phi Kappa Sigma
barbecue. Chapter house, front
lawn. Annual meeting from
noon to 1:30 p.m..
Noon: Beta Theta Pi barbe-
cue. Chapter House lawn. (207)
581-4161.
1:45 p.m.: Pre-football game
show. Morse Field, Alfond
Stadium. UMaine Marching SUNDAY, OCT. 24
Band & Alumni Marching
Band. All former band mem- 9 a.m.: Kappa Sigma break-
bers welcomed. Call Joe fast. Pats Pizza, Mill Street,
Fa gnavt 532-06.701o, Mrpitie, F,A1 GOD 42-9JW
5 p.m.: Phi Eta Kappa
Alumni Homecoming celebra-
tion buffet. The University Inn.
Pay at the door. (207) 942-
0832.
5 p.m.: University Singers
Homecoming reception. Room
102, Class of 1944 Hall.
Reunion for all University
Singers. (207) 581-1245.
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.: Phi Kappa
Sigma dinner. Bear Brew Pub,
Orono. Scott Morelli at (315)
751-3695.
8 p.m.: Natalie Macmaster
in concert. Maine Center for
the Arts. Tickets: (207) 581-
1755.
9 p.m. to 12 a.m.: Karaoke.
Class of 1944 Bear's Den,
Memorial Union. Alumni,
Friends and Students wel-
comed.
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From Page 4
dents also gave him permission to
do a search of the room. At this
point, one of the residents threw a
towel over something on one of the
desks. The officer asked for the
item, which was a dark-colored
pipe. The officer then asked where
the marijuana was. One of the resi-
dents, identified as James Stoeffel,
19, of Orono handed the officer a
clear plastic bag with marijuana in
it. As a result, Stoeffel was issued a
summons for possession of a
usable amount of marijuana.
Intoxicated man summonsed
after traffic incident
A man was issued a summons
following a situation in front of
Kennebec Hall at 3:13 a.m. on
Friday, Oct. 15. Officers responded
to the area following a report of a
person blocking a vehicle from
leaving. The man, identified as
David Thibeault, 19, of Orono was
seen in front of a vehicle, trying to
speak to the driver. Thibeault
appeared to be highly intoxicated.
He was told he could not stand in
the roadway. He said that he was in
a crosswalk and therefore could
stay as long as he wanted, as long
as he.waved vehicles around him.
Thibeault was issued a summons
for, illegal possession of alcohol by
a minor by consumption after he
admitted to drinking.
Dumped bike and bag of beer
give away underage drinker
A man was issued a summons
following a situation in the York
Village Parking Lot at 3:25 a.m. on
Friday, Oct. 15. An officer on
patrol in the area noticed a male
subject standing next to a motorcy-
cle in the lot. As the officer got
closer, he saw that the motorcycle
was now on the ground and the
man was walking away. The offi-
cer yelled for the man to stop, at
which point the man began run-
ning. The man was stopped and
identified as William Burke, 19, of
Orono. He appeared to be intoxi-
cated. The officer asked Burke
what he had been doing. He admit-
ted to drinking and stated that
when he saw the officer, he
dropped the bike and ran. A back-
pack belonging to Burke was
found with beer in it. As a result,
Burke was issued a summons for
possession of alcohol by a minor.
The owner of the motorcycle was
notified of the incident. The front
area of the bike received damage
as a result of the fall. The owner
indicated that the damage was
minor and he did not want to pur-
sue it any further.
GSS
From Page 4
such events benefit the entire
UMaine community.
"I've seen brothers go to simi-
lar conferences. They come back
eneri8d it-ino6vates them to
be more active in their fraternity
and on campus," Ritter said.
Some senate members felt that
the money was too much to ask
for, including Senator Patrick
0' Shaughnessy.
"There are 16 fraternities and
six sororities on campus. If you
give one thousand dollars to one
Greek organization, you'll have
to give it to everyone,"
O'Shaughnessy said. "We only
have so much money to give
out."
The resolution to give money
to Pi Kappa Alpha failed.
For other groups, the meeting
helped them to get off the
ground. This was literally the
case for the University Flying
Club, who received final
approval of their club that
evening.
The Maine Paranormal
Investigation Club received pre-
liminary approval and the
group's by laws were approved.
Toby Paradis, the club's presi-
dent, was there to explain the
organization.
"We want to investigate para-
normal activities around the
Bangor area. We'll visit haunted
buildings and maybe even go to
local cemeteries," Paradis said.
The meeting, which lasted
over two hours, was eventually
brought to an end soon after GSS
President O'Brien mentioned the
other events of the evening.
"Is there a baseball game on
tonight," O'Brien asked.
Elect Elizabeth Scligielder
Your voice in the Maine Senate
Vote Nov. 2 in Memorial
Union's All Purpose room.
THIS ADVOCATE FOR
EDUCAIION WANTS TO SERVE
YOU IN THE MAINE SENATE
"Twice elected to Orono Town Council
'Vice President - Orono Economic
Development Corporation
'President - Orono Village Association
Endorsed by
THE MAINE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
SENATOR MARY CATHCART among
many others.
schneidersenate.corn
207-866-7359
207-852-2716 (cell)
District 30
Alton, Apole. Brailfra Edinbuig. Oren/nob, Ht
Manawainkeag, Maxfield, Okl TOWN, Orryme. rw1,144In
Wigie, *Mier. Win1,1
?aid for and authorized by Elizabeth
15 Benumb Rood; Orono, .MEI
CAMPUS PHOTO BY AM1LA PATHIPAJA
A LITTLE LOWER — Peter Duquette receives a free massage from Michael Beal Tuesday
in the Union. The massages were sponsored by Cutler Health Center as they gave out
information about their new student advisory board.
Cutler plans student advisory group
By Casey Carbonneau
Staff Writer
Along with free massages, cook-
ies and condoms, Cutler Health
Center staff gave students some
information they may want to think
about soon.
Cutler will create a student advi-
sory group in an effort to better serve
students. The advisory group was
discussed at an informal meeting
Tuesday in the Bangor Room in
Memorial Union.
"We need to know what's work-
ing, what's not working. We need
your input," said Bonnie Clark, nurse
practitioner at Cutler. "If something
doesn't work for you, please let us
know."
Many students are afraid to visit
Cutler because they aren't sure what
to do. who their insurance provider
is, if any, and how much it will cost,
Clark said. She acknowledges those
fears and said Cutler is working to
alleviate them. It is addressing these
issues primarily by putting students
face-to-face with friendly profession-
als the second they walk through the
door.
"We want you to connect with
some faces," Clark said.
"We're hoping to get a small
group of students together to meet
four to five times a semester to give
us suggestions and be a liaison
between students and the health cen-
ter:' said Sarah Goodsell, resident
director of York Hall and graduate
student in the master's of public
administration program. She is help-
ing Cutler head up the advisory
group.
Clark wanted to make sure every-
one in attendance knew they had to
be "conscientious health con-
sumers."
Students interested in the adviso-
ry group can contact Sarah Goodsell
or Bonnie Clark through FirstClass.
eM VISITING LIBRA DIVERSITY PROFESSOR
SULAK SIVARAKSA
Come hear Sulak Sivaraksa, Thailand's most prominent lay Buddhist, social
activist and author, speak at one of the following events:
KEYNOTE SPEECH - "CREATING A CULTURE OF PEACE"
Tuesday, October 26 at 7 pm in Room 100, Neville Hall
Refreshments to be served
SOCIALIST & MARXIST LUNCHEON SERIES
"A BUDDHIST RESPONSE To FREE MARKET FUNDAMEN74LISM"
Thursday, October 28 at 12:30 to 1:45 in the Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
THE PHILOSOPHY COLLOQUIUM - "A BUDDHIST ANALYSIS OF SELF"
Monday, November I at 7 pm in the Levinson Room, The Maples
MEDITATION SESSION
Drummond Chapel, Memorial Union
Tuesday, November 2 at 5 pat
Suktk Sivaraksa is the founding publisher and editor of the "Social Science Review", Thailand's leading intellec-
tual journal until it was suppressed by the government in 1976. He established the International Network of
Engaged Buddhists (1NEB)
which sponsors publication of "Seeds of Peace".
Ile has been deeply concerned with environmental destruction and has organiud groups, including Buddhist
ntonks, to preserve local environments, principally forests that are essential to village economies. His environ-
mental ethic is based on the Buddhist principle of interdependent co-arising which implies a deep respect for
nature. Sulak's environmental views include fierce criticisms of governmental and commercial exploitation of
nature on both national and global kvels. He believes that the qualities of simplicity, responsibility, and care are
essential to the preservation and conservation of nature and that we have to return to an awareness of the interde-
pendence of human beings and nature.
All events are free and open to the public. Brought to you by the Division of Lifelong Learning, The Peace
Studies Program, the College of Liberal Arts & Sciences, and the Philosophy Department, with special thanks to
The Cultural Affairs/Distinguished Lecture Series Committee.
Cutler to get
the student
opinion
Cutler Health Center, the on-
campus health care facility at The
University of Maine, is making some
changes. Despite losing its pharma-
cist of 20 years earlier this month,
Cutler is moving forward in an effort
to better serve the student body.
In an attempt to allow students to
express their opinions regarding
campus health care, Cutler has estab-
lished a student advisory board,
which will encourage communica-
tion of student ideas by providing a
forum for them to discuss any con-
cerns they may have regarding the
health center or its policies.
This move will allow students to
have a say in how health care is
approached here at UMaine. Nurse
practicioner Bonnie Clark will serve
as the liason between Cutler and the
student advisers.
Health care issues should no
longer be viewed as unimportant or
overwhelming because this forum
will provide students accessibility to
information concerning their health
and overall well-being.
We at The Maine Campus feel
anytime students are allowed to have
representation in pertinent issues,
such as healthcare, is a step forward
for our campus as a whole.
A piece of
pizza for
peace of mind
Pizza. Everyone loves it,
especially University of Maine
students. We here at The Maine
Campus applaud a recent deci-
sion by Interim President Robert
Kennedy and Dean of Students
Robert Dana to host a free pizza
social with students.
For far too long, the adminis-
tration at the university has
ignored its largest demographic:
students. One need only to look
at the Kennedy's predecessor to
witness a perfect example of
inaction and indifference.
And yet while we commend
the current administration, we
also implore them to make
reachibg out to students the rule
and not the exception. Students
should be able to look forward
to eating anchovies with the
interim president while talking
about their favorite class, amaz-
ing meatloaf at the commons or
maybe even that green growth
in the dorm showers they would
like to see removed.
It comes down to this: When
we're all working together,
things go better for everyone
Letters to the editor
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Keep hate out of the voting booth
Utilize informed political forums, not hasty intolerance
So it's late October, and it's an
election year. It's also baseball time,
but we'll save that topic for another
time. Can politics be interesting? It
depends who you ask. Personally, I
find politics extremely exciting and
fascinating. Take the two main pres-
idential candidates, for example.
You have a stubborn Texan against
a knuckleheaded Massachusetts
man, both vying for, arguably, the
most powerful position in the world.
Ask a Bush supporter why
they're voting for Dubya and
they're likely to provide you with a
list that's as long as a Maine winter.
They'll probably talk about steady
leadership, resolve and a plethora of
other factors.
But ask a Kerry supporter why
they're voting for him, and you'll
get somewhat different responses.
True, you'll get the supporters that
really do agree with the senator on
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
policy and other issues. However,
I'm finding more and more that peo-
ple plan on voting for Kerry simply
because they hate President Bush.
I can recall John Edwards' rally
on the University Mall last month.
Covering the event for The Maine
Campus, I approached a young
woman after the event to ask her
why she came.
"I hate Bush," was her response.
When questioned further, she gave
me all the reasons why she felt Bush
was wrong for the United States and
none explaining how a Kerry-
Edwards team would make things
better. I can tell you this young
lady's response is not unique.
As a registered Independent, I
often talk to both sides of the politi-
cal coin to hear different points of
view. And as a reporter, I attempt to
cut through all the glamour to dis-
cover the core issues. So far, Kerry
supporters have mainly told me why
they think Bush sucks; why he is an
asshole, an idiot, an illiterate barf, an
uncultured swine and someone who
just can't pronounce the word
"nuclear." That is not to say Bush
fans don't attack Kerry either, but
they just don't staple anti-Masshole
venom machines on their foreheads.
Ponder this: Two weeks ago
while driving back from fall break, I
encountered a huge assortment of
anti-Bush bumper stickers on
Interstate 95. You know of what I
See HATE on Page 9
Letters to the Editor
• Kearney's 'Magic' touch
I am writing in response to Matt
Kearney's "Unicycles, construction
and 'Magic' ... please, no more"
which appeared in the Oct. 18 edi-
tion of The Maine Campus.
Possible solutions to Kearney's
qualms concerning UMaine would
be:
1. Construction on the library be
immediately halted so that a ramp
could be built over the Union, thus
cutting two minutes off his route
through campus. "Kearney's
Ramp"has a nice ring to it, eh?
2) The unicyclists and poor peo-
ple of this town should be sent to the
leper colony where they belong.
3) All kittens should be mur-
dered.
Right.
While unicyclists are planted so
low in your esteem — as in, not of
his supposed sexed-up social stand-
ing — this should at least secure
some compassion for them. And
really, how many people get to use
"Sorry I'm late, I just got run over
by a unicycle," as a legitimate tardy
See LETTERS on Page 9
Pushed to
the brink
Sox-Yankees test
one man's sanity
NATE
KATz
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
I don't think they know what
they're doing to me here. My blood
pressure is out of control, I haven't
stopped shaking in days, and I'm
fairly certain I've been dressed in
these clothes since the Angel's
series.
Don't they know how much they
are affecting my classes right now?
It's been almost two weeks of half-
filled classrooms, with those who
actually show up mumbling, shak-
ing and running out at random
points.
My GPA must have plummeted
a good point and a half this week.
I'm not certain, but I think this past
week was midterms. Is it just me or
did they used to tell us it was
midterms? Either way, I woke up
this morning in a haze of failed
tests, soiled clothing and chewed
sunflower seeds. Sunflower seeds?
What a couple weeks it must have
been.
Don't these guys realize I signed
the no drinking thing in the Union?
I'm not .supposed to drink this
week. Seriously, when did I turn
into a 45-year-old man? Locked in
my den with the game on the radio
and a tumbler of Knob Creek —
neat.
Don't they realize I don't want to
spend even more time at the Bear
Brew? I'm there enough, for the
love of God. Don't increase my
heart problems with these marathon
games of the century.
Am I going insane or does Tim
McCarver haunt anyone else's
dreams? This man is a menace.
Has anyone else tossed their
nights away only to wander the
campus again the next day like a
man half there in constant fear of
slipping back into dreams of 27-
inning games? It's like being
Denzel Washington in "The
Manchurian Candidate." If I go to
sleep I'll be tortured with dreams of,
well, being tortured. A case for No-
Doz, indeed.
Don't these guys realize that
See RED SOX on Page 9
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From Page 8
speak: 'W: Let's not elect him in '04
either,' Bush: Not my president,'
and my personal favorite: 'Is our
children learning?' And yet I didn't
encounter one anti-Kerry sticker,
and I haven't yet. The anti-Bush
rhetoric abounds, and you may think
it's deserved, but that's no reason to
vote one way or the other.
Let me just say, I respect both
men running for president. But! find
it asinine to vote for someone simply
because you hate his opponent. It
would be like rooting for the
Yankees simply because you're still
mad about the Babe Ruth trade. If
you're going to support someone
and here's hoping you will pick
someone get to know their views
and their ideas; Then use this
knowledge to talk to your undecided
peers. I'm not going to tell you to
root for the Red Sox simply because
I hate Derek Jeter, though I do. I'm
going to tell you to root for the Sox
because you need to have faith, you
need to believe, because Terry
Francona is an awesome manager,
and Curt Schilling's birthday is cele-
brated as a holiday in my family.
Basically, if you support Kerry,
go out there and talk about Kerry. If
the man is earning your vote, you
should have the zeal to be an advo-
cate for him. If you find you don't
have that zeal for him, don't vote for
him. And if you can't be a positive
campaigner, shut up. Nothing drives
an undecided voter more insane than
getting a constant barrage of nega-
tive talk. If! hear what a whack job
Bush is one more time, I'm going to
go door-to-door with pro-Bush para-
phernalia and become a card-carry-
ing member of the "W stands for
Women" campaign.
So there it is: politics with a com-
mon sense twist. The election is in
just under two weeks. What will you
do with the time remaining? My
advice is get out there, pick a candi-
date, and voice your support. And as
John Keny put it, root for that amaz-
ing guy on the Red Sox: "Manny
Ortiz."
Ernest Scheyder is a junior
English major.
RED SOX
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before them, I wasn't breaking into
tears and wetting myself at the sight
of, oh let's say, kittens and puppies?
Do they realize what they're
doing to me? They're turning me
into an intensely paranoid individ-
ual. The list of places I can't go,
people I can't talk to and clothes I
can't wear because they'll lose just
keeps growing.
Has anyone else not talked to a
friend in two weeks because you
were with that person during game
one's loss?
Is anyone else in the library try-
ing to study for these supposed
midterms but can't because you're
too busy tying up the stand-up com-
puters waiting for this damned
ESPN.com Gamecast to update?
Don't these guys know what
they're doing to us here? It's like
we've been caught in some horrible
Groundhog Day, and we're all Bill
Murray. Only instead of learning to
play the piano and dance, we're just
getting drunk, passing out, going to
classes and repeating.
Is anyone else worried that they
might have lost their minds in the
past week or so?
And seriously, is anyone else
worried that this might be the great-
est thing that ever happens to them?
Nate Katz is a senior broadcast
journalism major who would really
like to be like Denzel Washington,
and not that cheatin' A-Fraud.
LETTERS
From Page 8
excuse?
Making fun of Magic Cards?
Way overdone. So uncool, it is cool.
And finally, the subject of
Talmar Woods. As a UMaine stu-
dent who has lived in Orono my
whole life — including a five year
stint in Talmar Woods — I find the
obvious middle-class-xenophobia
to be totally inappropriate material
covered covered in a university
newspaper. Illegitimate children?
Perhaps the Kearney parents should
have used better contraception.
So, congrats Maine Campus for
perpetuation a multitude of stereo-
types in a very unclever way. While
I do generally enjoy The Maine
Campus and its staffs humorous
musings,! think one should be tact-
ful and dignified along with being
funny.
I fear the only fair punishmenti
for such an article being written is
for Kearney to ride through Talmar
Woods on a unicycle for another
much-needed four-year stay here at
UMaine.
Molly Dupere
Junior English major
• Don't throw your vote away
Polls suggest that President
Bush and Sen. Kerry are essential-
ly tied in Maine, and that Ralph
Nader can claim 3 percent of our
votes. I worked for Nader in the
1970s.
Raiders" — college and grad
students set loose in the realms of
business, govemment and the pro-
fessions to write exposes of self-
interest and self-dealing. Nader
was a hero of mine. I never
dreamed I would one day decry his
egoism and myopia.
Michael Moore campaigned for
Nader in 2000, but in his book
"Stupid White Men" Moore dis-
closes that he urged Nader toward
the end of the election to pull out of
the swing states and to urge his
supporters to vote for Gore. Nader
refused. Had Nader accepted
Moore',  t421vice, and had his sup-
poners gone along, where would
we be today? Without more than
1,000 Americans coming out of
Iraq in coffins, and tens-of-thou-
sands more peimanently disabled;
without a record $7.3 trillion public
debt, grown by $1.5 trillion since
Bush took office; with our tax dol-
lars available for needed services at
home, rather than supporting
Halliburton abroad. With cleaner
air and water, healthier Maine
kids.
There is a time and a place for
Maine's fine tradition for political
independence. It is not in the
polling booth this Nov. 2. I share
with Stephen King the conviction
that this is the most important elec-
tion of my lifetime.
Don't throw your vote away
Sharon Tisher
Insructor of Resource
Economics and Policy
Dude, where's my identity?
New technology opens door for new form of larceny
There is a new form of
thievery that could render
strong-armed perpetrators
obsolete. These robbers don't
use knives or guns; they use
computers. Identity theft is on
the rise in the United States and
throughout the world.
According to national crime
statistics, the average bank rob-
ber gets only $3,000 in any
given robbery and most do not
even get away. The average
identity thief can get about ten
times that amount, and never
get caught.
This is because identity
thieves use a common method
to extract debit and credit card
numbers. Therefore, if they
can get one person's informa-
tion, they can get ten peoples
information by using the same
system. This allows them to
extract funds from ten different
peoples accounts, thus amass-
ing ten times the score.
As a victim of identity theft,
I can tell you the experience
leaves you feeling angry and
helpless. The egregious breach
of having one's personal securi-
ty violated, coupled with the
hassle of researching your
account history and proving
there are discrepancies on your
account, is maddening.
In my case, the victim only
made off with $300; mere petty
theft. However, the ramifica-
tions of this "petty theft" cost
MIKE
MELOCHICK
OPINION EDITOR
far more than the actual amount
stolen. I wasted time, money
and effort attempting to clear
this mess up with my bank.
Where the account in question
was my checking account, I
had no money to pay rent, bills
or basically do anything, until
the claim was adjudicated, a
process which takes 72 hours.
Three days later, I had my
money back, but I still had to
research how this could have
happened.
I have only bought two
items online in the past year,
one of which was purchased via
PayPal, an Internet billing serv-
ice deemed to be "safe, fast and
friendly." Yeah, right. It seems
PayPal has some sort of loop in
it that allows hackers to extract
financial information, includ-
ing account numbers and bal-
ances. While Pay-Pal may be
fast, it is neither safe nor
friendly.
My money was stolen by a
person in Forth Worth, Texas,
who used my account to pay a
credit card bill by using my
money via phone. In my case,
one would hope the bank in
question followed up and pros-
ecuted the person. Personally,
I wanted to drive to Texas and
open up a can of whoop-ass on
this son of a bitch, but that
wouldn't have accomplished
anything except for wasting
more time.
The average victim of iden-
tity theft spends an upwards of
40 hours — a week's worth of
work at a full time job — trying
to regain their finances and
protecting themselves from
potential financial hijackers.
What's worse is the fact that
identity thieves can use person-
al information obtained to open
accounts under an assumed
name and allow delinquent
bills to harm the victim's credit
rating. There have also been
reports of identity thieves using
personal information to estab-
lish residency and use assumed
names in legal violations, such
as traffic offenses or summons-
es.
We view the Internet as a
relatively benign source of
information, entertainment and
convenience. But as the new
kid on the block as far as tech-
nological advances, we must be
weary and remember the adage:
All that glitters is not gold.
Mike Melochick is a senior
journalsim major who wishes
horrible veneral diem(' o\t. on
all identity thieves.
Turnabout is fair play
Constant Bush bashing unfair; Keny's turn to be under flame
A couple days ago I was in
the bookstore, and being a fan
of graphic novels, I was
intrigued to see a large tome of
an interesting nature nestled
between the Japanese mangas
and the American comic books.
This book, titled "The Bush
Junta," was apparently a collec-
tion of political comics from
various artists on the Bush
Administration. The cover
depicts members of the current
administration in what appears
to me to be communist China
Military regalia, giving you an
idea of what lies within.
Upon examining the contents
of the novel, I found my predic-
tions were correct — pages and
pages of why Bush is evil and
all the "bad" things he, his fam-
ily and those associated with
him have done in the world. I
will admit, I have not read the
book in full or in detail, and I
don't plan on buying it just like
I don't plan on buying
"Fahrenheit 9/11." Because in
the end, it's just a bunch of
political bullshit aimed at tak-
ing down the "Nazi" Bush
Administration.
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
I know it is a given thing that
people all complain about the
current administration, no mat-
ter whom they are or what polit-
ical angle they lean towards.
But the past few months have
become more and more ridicu-
lous. It's hard to go anywhere
nowadays without something
blaring in your face that Bush
and his "oppressive republican
regime" are evil.
Yet, I hear less and less
about the faults of Kerry as
opposed to Bush. 1'11 admit,
I'm guilty of fueling some
debates over the two, and obvi-
ously, neither are saints. But
why isn't there some sort
equality in candidate-bashing
in the media?
What if Kerry is elected, and
his presidency is just as 'bad',
if not ` worse' than the past four
years under Bush? Will we see
Michael Moore-esque movies
on the Kerry administration —
two, solid hours of Kerry-bash-
ing, half-truths and non-exis-
tent conspiracy theories? Will
there be a "Rock Against Kerry
Vol. 1" album? Will other cable
news stations be accused of
what FOX News is accused of
being today: biased, one-sided
reporting?
Will we see books full of
Kerryisms and statements taken
out of context, much like
Bush's "Mission accomplished"
statement? To the best of my
knowledge, Bush never actual-
ly said that. Will all of Kerry's
opponents and their supporters
finally be able to do and say
everything Kerry and his sup-
porters have said about the
Bush administration in the pre-
vious months? Will the other
side, which in my opinion
seems to have been unfairly
overpowered, get their turn?
In all honesty, I don't think
so. I don't think it will be
allowed.
Paul Goodman is a freshman
new media major.
Love us? Hate us?
Write us.
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The Frequency:
The Retirement Check
8 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 21
Vanessa Carlton
7 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 28
Maine Center for the Arts
$10
ART
"artNOW!"
Through Friday, Nov. 19
Carnegie Hall
Free
"John Walker: A Winter In
Maine"
Through Saturday, Jan. 8
Norumbega Hall
Free
"Glimpse Into a Lost World"
Through Monday, Dec. 20
Hudson Museum
Free
MOVIES
"Anchorman: The Legend
of Ron Burgundy"
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
Free
Student Film Festival
7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
DPC 100
Free
COMEDY
Maine Attraction: Val Kappa
9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Memorial Union
Free
THEATER
"Bent"
7:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22 and Saturday,
Oct. 23
Hauck Auditorium
$8
POETRY
Penobscot Poetry Walk
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Downtown Bangor
Free
ENTERTAINMENT
Second annual Fitness
Challenge
11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 30
Navy ROTC house
Free
Axis Dance Co mpany
8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Maine Center for the Arts
Tickets: 581-1755,
(800) 622-8499
BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50 cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
Half-price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Kearney on FirstClass.
Inside
Java Jive • 4-Fold perform
a solid show for a sparse
crowd. Page 12
Faculty talent shines at eclectic, diverse artNOW! exhibit
S OMETHING
Ben Folds
Page 13
DIFFERENT
By Marybeth Connaughton
For The Maine Campus
T
hose turned off by the cold, stuffy atmospheres of tra-
ditional art galleries need not avoid the artNOW!
exhibit in Carnegie Hall through Friday, Nov. 19.
Upon entering the first level of the exhibit, the atmos-
phere is intimate and inviting. Anyone from
campus or the visiting public is welcome to
explore this eclectic display at his or her
own leisure.
ArtNOW! is a collection of works from
22 University of Maine faculty members and offers visitors a
little bit of everything. The wide range of media displayed
includes ceramics, oil paintings, caste bronze sculptures, pho-
tography and mixed media. In the far right corner of the first-
See ART on Page 13
ART
REVIEW
CAMPUS PHOTOS BY SARAH BIGNEY
Kris Engelman's cast bronze pieces "Recalcitrant Notions," top at left, and "Picking Up," top at right, are on
display in Carnegie Hall. Engelman is an assistant professor of art. Engelman's pieces are alongside other
faculty works in the artNOW! exhibit, which opened Friday. Stephen Porter's untitled piece, bottom, is made
of cherry. The show runs thorugh Friday, Nov. 19.
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'Bent' a different
theater experience
By Matt Kearney
Style Editor
The UMaine School of
Performing Arts production of
"Bent," beginning this weekend,
promises to be an eye-opening
and thought-provoking play.
"Bent" tells the tale of two
homosexuals, Max (Dominick
Varney) and Horst (Allen
Adams), imprisoned in a con-
centration camp in Nazi
Germany. The play focuses on
both the love story between the
two characters, and the suffer-
ing of homosexuals in Germany
during the time.
Director Sandra Hardy said
she hopes the play will leave
audience members with some
insight into the gay community
and will cause them to do some
thinking they might not have
done before.
Hardy maintains that the
play will not be everyone's cup
of tea, as it is very graphic and
not your usual fun-to-watch
play, as the subject matter is
very serious.
"While I think we think that
mass entertainment is primarily
to bring joy and escapism. .It is
said by some artists that theater
should provoke, offer insight—
that it might even provide stim-
ulus for thinking," said Hardy.
While the United States is
obviously much different than
Nazi Germany, Hardy said that
she sees some similarities
between the two cultures and
people could learn a lot from
watching the play.
"The theme that Mark
Sherman, the playwright, is
addressing is that it's very diffi-
cult to be gay in a culture where
intolerance reigns and the con-
sequence is being unable to
"Bent"
7:30 p.m. Oct. 22-23
2 p.m. Oct. 24, 29-30, 31
Hauck Auditorium
University of Maine
Admission $8
Information: 581-1755
commit to a relationship," said
Hardy. "Certainly that's still
applicable today. People get
hysterical over gay marriages."
Hardy said she does not care
if attendance is poor, because
the message of the play super-
sedes all else.
"Educational theater is not
about making money. It's about
having the courage to say some-
thing important," she said.
Hardy said she is optimistic
about the student body's
response to the play, and while
the School of Performing Arts
has already tested the student
body with its productions of
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" and "Cabaret," which
both feature homosexual
themes, they have not tackled
anything as serious and mature
as "Bent."
"We received an excellent
response and very little criti-
cism but it was done with good
humor. Here in "Bent," there
are humorous moments, but you
have to face the issue. It's not
abound with humor," she said.
The play is suggested for
mature audiences due to the
subject matter and graphic sex-
uality. It will be performed at
Hauck Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Oct. 22-23, 2 p.m. Oct. 29-30 ,
Oct. ,24 and 2 p.m.Oct. 31 at 2
p.m. Admission is $8. For
information call (207) 581-
1755.
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Dominick Varney, right, and Allen Adam, left, star in the UMaine School of Performing Arts
producion of "Bent." The play depicts the treatment of gays in Nazy Germany during
World War II.
Scary movies you won't want to sink your teeth into this Halloween
I
t's here — free-flowing
booze, girls in non-existent
costumes and even that
orange marshmallow shaped
like a peanut. The most wonder-
ful time of the year is upon us.
Screw Christmas, Halloween is
where it's at.
As we approach All Hallows
Eve, it also means it's time to fire
up the DVD player and com-
mence the horror movie
marathons. Nothing goes with an
ice-cold Rolling Rock like some
hard-core scares.
However, for every
"Nightmare on Elm Street" there
is always a "Bless the Child" to
poo all over it. Last year, I
dropped a list of must-see horror
movies. I could go the obvious
route and make more recommen-
dations, but I think people need to
know what not to rent. When you
have seen as many horror movies
as I have, then you have sifted
through a lot of crap. It is my job
to make sure you don't have to
endure the real stinkers. So, fol-
lowing are five of the worst main-
stream honor movies ever made.
5. " Thl3teen Ghosts" (2001)
— 
Dark Castle made a decent
debut movie with "House on
By Derek Francis
Haunted Hill," but this follow-up
effort is simply horrendous. Stop
telling me it is scary. It isn't. Any
time I discuss horror movies with
a large group of people, some
genius has to point out how scary
they thought this movie was. The
only thing scary about "Thl3teen
Ghosts" is Shannon Elizabeth's
acting. Groovy ghost make-up
isn't a substitute complete lack of
substance or scares for that mat-
ter.
4. "I Know What You Did
Last Summer" (1997) —
"Scream" creator, Kevin
Williamson, decided to cash in on
his questionable success and thus
started a painful trend of bad tee-
nie-bopper slasher flicks. The
"Scream" trilogy was parody,
folks; it was a tongue-in-cheek
approach to slasher movies. "I
Know What You Did" took a
good thing like "Scream" and
brought it in a completely incor-
rect direction, missing the point
entirely. A chain reaction began
that nearly drove the genre into
the ground.
3. "The Ninth Gate" (1999) —
What happened? For the first
half-hour or so I was totally dig-
ging this Johnny Depp joint like it
was a six-armed hooker with a
clean bill of health. Then things
took a horrible turn. Before I
knew it, this car was out of con-
trol and things got worse and
worse. Roman Polanski needs to
stay away from underage girls
and concentrate on making a good
honor movie. I guess they can't
all be "Rosemary's Baby."
2. "The Forsaken"' (2001) —
There are tons of vampire movies
that are worthy of at least a rental.
Unfortunately, there are just as
many that ooze with suckitude.
This "Near Dark" rip-off not only
stinks, but its nauseating, quick-
cut editing nearly induced epilep-
tic seizures. The beautiful
Izabella Miko was naked for
about 75 percent of the movie
and it still ranks as the single
worst big-budget vampire movie
I have ever seen. Definitely steer
clear of this one.
1. "Friday the 13th Part VIII:
Jason Takes Manhattan" (1989)
— There are a lot of bad horror
sequels. I could probably fill a
dozen lists with them, but this
one takes the cake. The "Friday
the 13th" series is without a
doubt my favorite horror series;
maybe any movie series. The for-
mulaic plot, the cheap scares, the
gory kills — and let's not forget
the ample T&A — all add up to
Grade A, cheesy horror entertain-
ment. However, "Jason Takes
Manhattan" does not possess any
of the things I just mentioned.
Director Rob Hedden even made
some bizarre attempt to add psy-
choanalysis into an inane subplot.
Please, stop. "Freud vs. Jason" is
not what anyone wants to see.
This should not stop you, though,
from running out and buying the
new "Friday the 13th" box set.
I could keep going, but hope-
fully this will help spare you a
few wasted dollars. DVD rentals
aren't all that cheap, after all.
Bad honor movies are about as
common as a "C" on my mid-
terms. So, don't let a crappy
honor movie make you its next
victim. '
So Bad it's Scary
Your local video rental store is
full of horror movies that are
so bad they make "Scream"
look like an Academy Award
winner. Here are a list of other
bad horror movies that you
should avoid at all costs this
Halloween season. Buy some
candy for trick or treaters
instead; maybe they won't toi-
let paper your house.
• Leprechaun in the Hood
«Critters 4: They're Invading
your Space
• Monkey Shines
• Silent Night Deadly Night
• Dreamcatcher
• Jack Frost
• Dr. Giggles
• The Tommyknockers
• A Nightmare on Elm Street
2: Freddy's Revenge
• Tales from the Crypt
Presents: Bordello of Blood
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Former members of Nirvana
Dave Grohl and Krist Novoselic
have appeared in public together for
the first time in 10 years last night in
an attempt to oust President George
W. Bush.
The pair appeared at a rally on
Wednesday evening at the Stardust
Hotel and Casino in Las Vegas in
support of Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry.
Also appearing were Blink-182's
Tom Delonge and West Wing
actress Melissa Fitzgerald.
Grohl has been an active sup-
porter of the Kerry campaign, while
Novoselic has recently expressed a
desire to go into politics himself.
•
Marc Almond is critically ill after
a motorcycle crash in London. A
member of the '80s band Soft Cell,
the star is currently in the hospital
after he was involved in an accident
with a car near Cannon Street sta-
tion.
An eye-witness told the London
Evening Standard newspaper:
"There was an almighty bang as the
bike crashed with the car. Both the
motorcyclist and his passenger were
thrown into the air and landed in the
road.
"Lots of people rushed to help,
and about five minutes later 999
crews arrived and closed off the
area. I heard someone say it was
Marc Almond. He looked like he
had done a lot of damage to his
head."
The singer is currently at the
Royal London Hospital. A statement
issued by the hospital asks that "pri-
vacy is respected at this time."
Dante Decaro, the guitarist for
Hot Hot Heat, has left the band.
Decaro finished work on the
Canadian outfit's new album, the
follow-up to last year's debut,
"Make Up The Breakdown," before
See NEWS on Page 13
4-Fold concert sees low turnout due to Sox
By Bethany Farnham
Staff Writer
While a multitude of stu-
dents in Memorial Union
watched the Red
Sox game on
Tuesday night,
Portland-based
band 4-Fold
jammed the night away to an
almost empty crowd.
4-Fold blended acoustic and
electric sounds on modern alter-
native rock tracks. With his
band mates at his side, singer
Sean Snow combined his voice
with his acoustic guitar. Lead
guitarist Billy Shue mixed in
his electric guitar for an edge.
Put these two with bassist
Graham Norton and drummer
Ethan Foss and you have the
band Face Magazine named one
of the top 10 bands from Maine.
4-Fold is heard on radio stations
WCYY and WTOS, has toured
throughout the northeast United
States, and has released a CD
this fall.
Unfortunately, the crowd at
4-Fold's Tuesdays performance
was sparse — only 20 or 30
people. Listeners sat quietly
nodded their heads. The only
ones standing or moving were
those drifting in and out from
the other parts of the Union.
The hustle and bustle of the
baseball game in the next room
distracted many students from
the music. The few people who
sat in the tables in front of the
stage enjoyed a light alternative
rock mix with some of the
band's original songs and cov-
ers of popular tracks like "On
the Way Down" by Ryan
Cabrera, "Shimmer" by Fuel,
and "Free Fallin" by Tom Petty
and the Heartbreakers as well as
a modern-rock remix of "Along
the Watchtower." Their original
song "Expectation" is a
midtempo acoustic piece in the
JAVA
JIVE
style of Howie Day but with
added grunge distortion.
Despite technical problems
with the equipment, the band
performed its music well. Shue
relied heavily on blues-scale
solos, but they were difficult to
hear. Snow's vocals were also
much softer than they could
have been.
Between songs, the band
would laugh and joke. Every
once in a while, Snow would
pause and yell at the Sox fans in
the next room: "What's the
score?" Shue told the audience
about how he was a hermit, as
he never liked to leave his
house and kept to himself, to
Every once in a
while, Snow would
pause and yell at the
Sox fans in the next
room: "What's the
score?"
which Snow laughed, "We're
making fools out of ourselves!"
For those who enjoy laid-
back, college-style modern
rock, 4-Fold was a treat. 4-
Fold's music sounds all the
same, but the members played
well and blended with Snow's
powerful vocals. It was difficult
to get a good vibe from them
from the lack of an audience
and with no room for standing
or dancing.
After their stop in Orono, 4-
Fold will jam in Plymouth, N H
,on Friday, Oct. 22, and in
Manchester, N.H., on Friday,
Oct. 29. For information on the
band, visit www.4-Fold.com.
an-students: $2.
www.mainecente ort eart6.ors
prosonteci ip9 .5bod•rot Erturitionesno,
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luster audience during his band's second performance in the
Union Tuesday night. 4-Fold's debut CD will be released this fall.
PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER
OUT — 4-Fold guitarist Billy Shue scopes out the lack-
When you're too lazy to leave home ...
www.mainecampus.com
METREMT7
E3LAURMIHN.
I Get your Bar Codes Certification
I Credit Cards Accepted!!!
1 Professional Bartending Training
with "Hands On" Pouring Sessions
1 Over 10 Years in Business!!!
Access to Job Placement Database!!!
I Great Part-time or Summer Job
LEARN TO BARTEND
IN A WEEKEND!
11110111,1JILdel
CALL NOW!
SPACE IS LIMITED!
(November 12th - 14th
The Wooley Room
I DTAV
\pniveristy Maine - Orono)
1-800-U•CAN•IVIIX
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"Super D"
Ben Folds
Epic Records
Ben Folds has been every-
where lately. This summer, his
side project with Ben Kweller and
Ben Lee, appropriately named
The Bens, released their first EP.
He recently produced William
Shatner's new so-terrible-it's-
good album "Has Been." The for-
mer front man of Ben Folds Five
hasn't released a full album under
his name in three years. A year ago
he decided to release all the songs
for his next album on three five-
song EPs. Die-hard fans could
collect all of the songs early, while
casual fans could wait for the full
album to be released.
The plan was to sell the EPs
only on the interne and at his
shows. Somehow, the EP's found
their way onto the shelves of our
local record store, Bull Moose
Music. Now, dedicated fans can
get a hold of the third EP, "Super
D." However, "can" and "should"
aren't the same thing.
After the first few listens, I
thought the first track, "Get Your
Hands Off My Woman" was a
lousy song. Then I learned it's a
cover of a song by The Darkness.
Now I think its just a lousy cover.
It attempts to capture the metal
feel of hard rock while still
employing the piano, but it just
doesn't cut it. Ben Folds Five
pulled it off several times with
tracks like "Song for the Dumped"
and "The Ultimate Sacrifice."
Those days, sadly, are gone.
The second song,
"Kalamazoo," has all the compo-
nents of a great Ben Folds ballad.
There's the slow piano, several
weighed lines and a surprising
tempo change, but something is
wrong because these elements
make up a boring track. It starts to
build, sort of like "Carrying
Cathy," but never reaches a mov-
ing climax.
"Adelaide," the third track,
kept me from losing faith in one of
my favorite musicians. It's fun
and punchy right from the begin-
ning. The chord changes flow into
each other effortlessly. The vocals
line up with the piano splendidly.
It's the only reason I continued lis-
tening to the album.
Back in the Five days, Ben
Folds referred to his band's style
as "punk rock for sissies." The
fourth track, "Rent a Cop," brings
back that feeling. The wise-ass
lyrics and quick pace make an
amusing song that doesn't take
itself seriously. It's not one his
best songs, but its above average
for this album.
The final track on this EP is a
live cover of the Ray Charles tune
"Them That Got." It's an enjoy-
able song and seems to be a good
reworking of an older piece, until
it stops and Ben announces that he
doesn't know the whole song yet
and promises to learn it. The paper
sleeve the EP comes in says that
this track was recorded over two
years ago. It looks like he didn't
have enough material to finish this
EP and tossed in something for
filler.
"Super D" has one good song
and two listenable ones. My
advice to other serious Ben Folds
fans is to wait for the whole album
to come out. Hopefully he'll have
learned all of the songs by then.
. —Mike Hartwell
NEWS
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going public about his departure.
The band released the following
statement: "Dante has decided to
leave Hot Hot Heat. We respect his
decision, will miss him, and he will
always be a friend of the band.
While Dante made his decision a
while ago, he still co-wrote and
recorded the new album with us and
is as proud of it as we are.
"No decisions have been made as
to who will fill the position. For now,
we are focusing on wrapping up the
new record for release next year and
touring as soon as possible."
Coldplay has confumed it has
been invited to take part in the re-
recording of the Band Aid charity
classic "Do They Know It's
Christmas?" but it has not confirmed
its involvement.
U.K. tabloids reported on
Wednesday that the band, alongside
the likes of The Darkness and Travis,
would be teaming up on the 20th
anniversary of the single's release to
put together a new version.
Midge Ure, who planned the
original Band Aid and Live Aid proj-
ects alongside Bob Geldof, is quoted
in Wednesday's Sun newspaper as
saying: "It's definitely going to hap-
pen. I'm very excited.
"The lineup proves that this
country is brimming with talent and
the big names approached seem very
keen."
Other acts reported to be taking
part include Robbie Williams,
Jamelia, Noel Gallagher and Dido.
The single is anticipated to be the
Christmas No. 1 in the U.K. and will
also feature the original version
released in 1984. A rerecorded ver-
sion reached No. 1 in 1989.
The White Stripes is being sued
in a dispute over its debut album.
According to court documents, a
complaint has been filed by James
HELLO CEREAL
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Hello %odd. Hello freedom. Hello my own mof with my own rules. Hello doing the dishes
wheneitecAnd music all hours. Hello State Farm agent. The s'ame one who was there when
I started driving, Helping me now with things I never thought about before. Like buying a car
and making investments. Hello advintute. Hello bk.,. We Live Where You Live
What more can your State Farm agent du you? call today or visit statefartn.com
Dick Hogan, Agent, CLU CPCU
.192 Stillwater Avenue
Bangor, ME 04401
Bus: 207.947-4979
dick.hogan.bufestatelarm coin
LIKE A GOOD NEIGHBOR STATE FARM IS THERE..
Providing Insurance and Financial Services
Consult your tax or legal advisor for specific advice. State Farm •• Home Off ices:
Bloomington. It
1104014 . • — Wes
Diamond, who claims he collaborat-
ed and co-produced sessions with
Jack and Meg White that became the
duo's debut album.
Diamond is looking for royalties
for the sessions, "ownership inter-
est" for the master recordings and an
entitlement to future profits.
A spokesperson for the White
Stripes' management said the band
members considered the action
"without merit," saying the band
intend to "vigorously and success-
fully defend this action."
White Stripes' self-titled debut
album was recorded in Detroit in
1999. According to the court papers,
Diamond co-produced the sessions
by providing "additional artistic sug-
gestions, supervision and contribu-
tions."
— Aerin Raymond
ART
From Page 10
floor room is an intriguing set of
colored photographs by Laurie
•Hicks, an art education profes-
sor, collectively entitled
"Icelandic Particulars." These
pictures depict the country from
some very unique points of view.
On four separate pillars in the
middle of the room stand each
of faculty member Dennis
Harrington's American Raku
ceramic jars. Be sure to give
them a look, but be careful not
to knock them over.
A piece called "Killer
Tomatoes" by Sam Van Aken,
an assistant professor of art, a
case of sixteen tomatoes
adorned with prosthetic teeth, is
arguably the most unique dis-
play on the first level of the
exhibit.
Things continue to get inter-
esting as you advance up the
stairs to the second floor. There,
visitors are greeted by a number
of caste bronze statues depicting
the nude human form created by
Kris Engelman. Engelman, an
assistant professor of art,
accompanies these sculptures
with a large and striking sketch
of a nude body in various stages
of progressive movement. Alan
Stubbs, a psychology professor,
displayed his 'own unique per-
spective of the naked body by
photographing it from various
angles to create optical illusions
in selected pieces from the
"Rorschach-Skin Series."
Another eye-catching piece is
one called "Objectified
Aphorisms # 4 (War Is Hell)" by
Owen Smith, an associate pro-
fessor of art. The mixed media
piece uses a Barbie doll, a best-
selling book and a pair of high-
heeled, platform shoes on its top
row. The bottom row consists of
three separate, printed lists of
EBay items that appeared when
artNOW!
The faculty art exhibit at
Carnegie Hall in Orono will be on
display until Nov. 19.
the words "War," "Is" and
"Hell" were each written into the
search engine, respectively. Also
by Smith is a video projection of
eight segments, each combining
color, music and text.
Students may recognize one
of their professors or perhaps
one of their fellow students sit-
ting in an airport terminal in
Rome in a series of black and
white photographs by Michael
Grillo, an art history professor.
Adjunct professor Wayne Hall's
work "Studies From the Woods:
Branches, Bridges," places red
maple and beech wood branches
next to what appeared to be their
processed counterparts.
"Studies From the Woods" is
perhaps the best example of the
variation found throughout the
artNOW! exhibit.
These are just some of the
works in a vast array of media
created by members of
UMaine's own community. I
strongly encourage anyone who
is interested to check out the
artNOWl exhibit in Carnegie
Hall. Admission is free, and it is
time well spent.
womb 9119
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Horoscopes
By Ernest Scheyder
Aries
March 21 to April 20
You recently learned you have six
fingers. Explore this reality. Get
out there and start a club. Only
you can shape the future.
Success will probably come to
you!
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
School is slowly sucking your will
to live. That's OK. Maybe instead
you should consider a career
stripping for rich, old men on
their yachts. Maybe not. Think
about it.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
That all-night study session last
week really paid off. You're the
smartest person on the face of
the earth, you just don't know it
yet. Have confidence in your abil-
ity to pass with flying colors.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Hey there good looking. You
looking at me? Yeah, I'm looking
back. Oops, you woke up! Stop
dreaming and start living.
Barney isn't just for kids.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
You've wanted to go to the Moon
all you're life. To settle, you
choose Bar Harbor. Go on a
vacation. Call a travel agent. Or
the stress from your busy life will
own you.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
You want that relationship, but it
just isn't coming. Don't fret.
Someday you'll find that special
someone. Until then, you're dat-
ing your major and your job.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Libra marks the beginning of the
Reverse of the Curse in 2004.
Consider yourself honored;
proudly root for the Sox above all
others. Babe Ruth is just some
dead guy that used too many
bats.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
You work and you work, and that's
OK. Save that money and buy
that car. Maybe then your boss
will cut you free someday. Until
then, continue to dream. You may
one day have what you want.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You are an amazing, sweet per-
son who is just looking for that
special someone. You know him;
he just hasn't told you yet how
feels. Love is in your future.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
You keep thinking about the
Yankees, and you're a loser.
Stop rooting for the big idiots and
start supporting the team that
never looses faith.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
You hate the dorms; you hate
your apartment; you hate your
van down by the river. Consider
moving onto the Mall, in a tent.
L.L. Bean is having a sale.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
You never learned how to skate,
and yet winter is coming. Go out
there and lace up. Doing this will
show others you have a true life
skill. Otherwise you'll float on the
stream of life and never do any-
thing of consequence.
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Tag & Shammy by Eric Silvia 6,2004
I'm tellin' you Shammy,
the Squirrel Mafia is
not a group to cross.
THE
ADVENTuRES
OF
SKult)'
BY
WILLIAM
MORTON
ommw
WINTER
STORM
SKult-1
THREATENING
•
FLURRIES.
•
•
•
CAPTAIN RIBMAN in Over The Toppings
DUE TO
A LENGTHY
INTERVIEW
OF
CAPTAIN
RIBMAN,
REPORTER
POLLY
CORRECT
ORDERS-IN
PIZZA...
WHAT
TOPPINGS
SHALL WE GET
erN THE PIZZA,
CAPTAIN?
MEAT!
AND LOTS
OF IT!!
SORRY.
I'M A VEGETARIAN.
NO SLAUGHTERING
OF ANIMALS FOR
LUNCH!
You don't suppose thisis some sort of joke?
I don't suppose you've
seen the Godfather"?
•
•
•••• 
•
.• . •
REALLY COMING
•
• 4,
•
• • %lb • • 
• 
• • •
• 
••
 
•• •. 
• •
mortcoemindspring.com #179
by John Sprengelmeyer & Rich Davis
THE MAN
OF MEAT"
DOES NOT
NIBBLE ON
RABBIT-FOOD
PIZZA!
WOULD
YOU TRY
SMOKED PINE
NUTS?
ONLY IF YOU
SWEAR THAT
A "PINE" IS
AN ANIMAL
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Aardvark lunch
5 Exploits
9 Turn back
14 Categorize
15 Aretha's style
16 Flee to wed
17 Junket
18 Soft drink
19 Icy rain
20 Pass through a
membrane
22 Accents
24 Come up with a
new scheme
25 Vast landmass
26 Clumsy oafs
28 Musical transition
33 Health retreat
35 Saturate
38 Savage
39 Bends out of
shape
42 Expire
43 Coloring agent
44 Actress
MacDowell
45 Fruity drinks
47 Cave dwelling
48 Tried out
50 Carpentry
machine
53 Medical pers.
56 Native New
Zealanders
59 Chilean poet
Mistral
63 Royal color
64 Think alike
65 Asian sea
67 Spike or brad
68 Starring roles
69 Profoundly wise
70 Lat. list-ender
71 "Ninotchka"
filmmaker
Lubitsch
72 Wearing
footwear
73 Turner and
Williams
DOWN
1 John Jacob or
Mary
2 Hangman's knot
3 Resources for
use at opportune
moments
1 2 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 10 11 1 i
14
lbUUR
16
17 18 19
20 2 1
24 ,
26 21 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 1637 M
M 4041
42U
43 UU•U
4/44 45 41)
48 49 50 51
53 54 55 55 5/ 58
59 I 61 6,"
64
UlU 65U66
6/
68 69 70 UUS
71 72 73
© 2004 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
4 Casual walk
5 Scales
6 Talk baby talk
7 Oklahoma city
8 Louvers
9 Read up on
10 Building add-ons
11 Edgar Allan and
others
12 Sword for a duel
13 Oh, why not!
21 Paulo,
Brazil
23 Chest bone
27 Fountain drink
29 Dander
30 Numskull
31 Dancer Kelly
32 Vim and vigor
33 Swing at
34 Window part
36 Help out
37 over
(collapse)
40 Indy stop
41 Superlatively
squalid
46 Took a taste of
Solutions
10/25/04
SC]31 C1OHS 1SNH3
MA 30VS SOV31
1I VN 1VHV 33E10V
BldElnd V131H9VO
S I HOVIA1 S000
3H1V1 C1 31S31
NO S3C1V 3 I ONV
VNN3H 3 ICI SdEIVM
iAnuo >ivos lariS
013 I El 8 9 0 0 1 0
V I Ste NV ld 3 El
SDSS 3 HIS 3 SOWS°
1 3 3 1 S v100 unoi
3d013 inos iuos
13d3H Slay S1NV
49 Unknown John
51 Sigma follower
52 New Orleans
hoopster
54 Category
55 Ms. Bernhardt
57 Greek epic
58 Peddles
59 Very strong
wind
60 Last of a teen?
61 Grain coat
62 Cincinnati nine
66 Before now
Join
the
gang
Write for
A US
Sports section.
Contact Matt Conyers on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1268 for details.
WI-IAT IS THiS, AL_ ANoTHeR oNe.
oF >souR. LAMe,
scNeMeS?
ARe-YOU
cAsTiNG
  A5P0"10,0
ON My peT 51.100
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"Like I said: All displays of bodily piercings
will result in school suspension."
• P.. • • • -LISA ANN ‘-wiralikoilMOL OACO-014r,:01 ...
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UP No
Field Hockey v. Vermont
11 a.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Burlington, Vermont
M. Hockey v. St. Lawrence
7 p.m.
Friday, Oct 22
Alfond Arena
Volleyball v. Northeastern
7 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22
Memorial Gym
Volleyball v. Northeastern
11 a.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Memorial Gym
Football v. Northeastern
2 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Morse Field
M. Hockey v. St. Lawrence
7 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 23
Alfond Arena
M. Soccer v. Binghamton
12 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 24
Alumni Field
W. Soccer v. New
Hampshire
2:30 p.m
Sunday, Oct 24
Alumni Field
Dissecting the Fall sports season
By Matt McGraw
For The Maine Campus
While most of UMaine's stu-
dent body is gathered around a
TV waiting for the Major League
Baseball playoffs to crown a
champion, the fall season Black
Bears are busy at work towards
their own championships. On the
pitch, the women's soccer team is
putting forth a great effort and is
now tied for first place in the
America East Conference with
New Hampshire. Field hockey
has also played well during the
first half of the year, once being
ranked as high as 17th on the
National Field Hockey Collegiate
Association Division 1 National
Coaches Poll. Not to be out-done,
the Black Bear volleyball team is
staying on top of the America
East leaders, tied with Stony
Brook for third with a 3-2 confer-
ence record.
The biggest story in the first
half of the fall season, however, is
undoubtedly Maine versus
Mississippi State. After putting
away the Bulldogs, I had no doubt
that our team was going to be a
divisional leader in the Atlantic
10. With a two-game win streak,
and a week off to rest, it looked
like we were going to travel to
Delaware and take the Fightin'
Blue Hens off their perch on top
of the national rankings. After a
tough loss that came down to an
end zone toss to Christian Pereira,
Maine's team got back on track
with a 29-25 win over the
University of Richmond. With a
3-2 record at this point, the Black
Bears looked poised to beat James
Madison and then head into their
divisional schedule with a 4-2
overall record, 2-1 in the confer-
ence. Unfortunately, the win over
James Madison never happened
and the 17th ranked Dukes of
James Madison edged Maine 24-
20 with 48 seconds left to play in
the fourth quarter. The good news
is that for the remainder of the
year, we will be fighting it out
with our divisional opponents for
the top spot in the Atlantic 10
North. If the football team can
buckle down and put together
some big wins in the coming
weeks, this still could be our year,
but they are walking a thin line
with five games remaining on the
schedule including school rivals
Northeastern and New
Hampshire.
As mentioned earlier, the
women's soccer team is having
another great year, with their
biggest test of the season coming
this weekend versus New
Hampshire, the team they are cur-
rently sharing the league lead
with. With three games remaining
on the schedule, it's a safe bet that
the team will make the playoffs
again this year, but simply mak-
ing the playoffs probably won't
satisfy many of the players from
this year's team. Despite the help
they have received from the fresh-
men on the team, there will still
be a bitter taste in their mouths
from last year's penalty shot loss
to Boston University in the
America East Championship
game. The Terriers went on to
lose to University of Connecticut
in the first round of the NCAA
Championships. With New
Hampshire coming to town this
weekend, it will be a good test for
our ladies to prove they are the
best team in the America East this
year, and give them the momen-
tum heading into the final week-
end of play.
Unfortunately for the men's
soccer team, it has not fared as
well as the women's in confer-
ence play. The men's team got
off to a fairly good start, sitting at
3-2-2 before really diving into
their conference schedule.
However, once league play com-
menced, the team began to look
like the Black Bears of 2001, who
finished last in America East play,
rather than the Black Bears of
2002, who lost a tight 1-0 game to
Hartford in the first round of the
America East playoffs last season.
With five regular season games
remaining in the year, our men's
team will still be looking for a
playoff berth that is not out of the
question, but will require some
big games in the coming weeks.
In the final field sport, the field
hockey team has put together
quite the campaign in 2004.
Aside from an early season four-
game winning streak, and after
winning four of their last five
games, the team still sits a few
games back from first place in
America East play. With four
games remaining in the season the
Black Bears will look to stay atop
the standings for a fourth straight
playoff berth, with their last two
seasons ending in the America
East Championship game at the
hands of Northeastern.
Northeastern, who sits at 4-0 in
conference play, is scheduled to
meet with our Black Bears
Saturday October, 30, on Morse
Field. The Black Bears will no
doubt remember the last two
championship games when the
two teams meet next Saturday,
while in the meantime, our ladies
will also be looking to secure a
playoff berth when they square
off against Vermont and Albany
on the road.
Finally we take a look at this
year's women's volleyball squad.
This year's team is looking to
enter the America East playoffs
for the first time in two seasons,
and so far they looking like they
will be able to accomplish that
goal. While the volleyball sched-
ule has the most remaining
matches of any fall team, they
have still shown they can play
with any team they have faced.
The girls will host Northeastern
and Hartford this weekend, both
of which are important games.
Northeastern is one of the only
two teams ahead of the Black
Bears in conference standings —
Albany being the other— this
weekend's match could be the
most important game of the year
so far.
When all is said and done, we
could realistically be competing
for three league championships
and a playoff berth for a fourth
fall team. If this kind of success
becomes contagious, it should be
a great year for Maine Black Bear
athletics, improving on an already
outstanding 2003-04 season.
Black Bears attempt to turn around season to make playoffs
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
On the schedule,
Wednesday's game against
Hartford may look like another
but for theconference game,
University of Maine men's soc-
cer team, it means one thing:
playoffs or bust.
After defeating the University
of Maryland Baltimore County
last season in a game that solidi-
fied their spot in the playoffs,
Since When Does... 34.3
Now you can make seven years of study equal to six with the 3+3 Program.
This unique program provides students with the opportunity to complete the
BS degree and the Doctor of Chiropractic degree in one year less than the
usual time.
Here's how it works - You will study for three years at the UME - Orono -
Then be admitted to the Doctor of Chiropractic Program at
Logan College. Your first year of study in the DC program also counts
as your senior year of undergraduate study. After completing the
first year at Logan, you will receive the bachelor's degree from
the University of Maine Orono. You have now saved a year
of time and expense in this unique dual degree program!
Logan College of Chiropractic gives you the skills to help
patients get well through non-invasive healthcare while
preparing you to earn a substantial income commensurate
with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.
Most DC's work in a private practice setting,
providing time for family and other important quality
of life priorities.
Contact Logan College at 1-800-533-9210 'Or at
loganadm@logan.edu to receive an information
packet describing the fastest growing health
profession in the world. You can also visit our
website at www.logan.edu.
College•of•Chiropractic
1-800-533-9210
www.logan.edu * loganadm@logan.edu
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the Retrievers were able to get
revenge by beating UMaine 4-1
Saturday.
Saturday's loss to the Golden
Retrievers may spell the end of a
return to the playoffs for the
team, as they suffered their sec-
ond conference loss in the past
three games.
Even though they have an
overall record of 3-5-3,
UMaine's record in the confer-
ence is now 0-3-2 putting them
in last place in the conference
with Hartford. The team depart-
ed late Tuesday afternoon for
Hartford in what could be a piv-
otal pony in the season for either
team.
"One thing we wanted to do
Men's soccer
at practice is train hard and just
get refocused," said freshman
defender Kyle Nicholson. "We
also got refocused when it came
back to making the conference
playoffs."
"We all feel that we still have
a chance."
Last season, after the Black
Bears capped a five-game win-
ning streak with a win against
University of Maryland
Baltimore County, the team took
on Hartford in their America
East playoff match only to lose
to the Hawks 1-0.
During Saturday's game, the
Retrievers were able to set the
tone early, scoring two goals
within a three-minute span in the
first half. UMBC's first goal
came when junior Powell
Cuchella scored one of his two
L.
goals when a shot from ten yards
out beat Maine keeper Chad
Mongeon for a 1-0 lead.
More than three minutes later,
the Retrievers were able to work
their way down the field with
Baltimore native Derek
McElligott making an eight-yard
pass to his unmarked teammate
Matt Watson, who scored on an
wide-open net for a 2-0 lead.
Unfortunately for the Black
Bears, the early portion of the
second half was similar to the
first half as the Retrievers struck
again in the 55th minute. Once
Watson was able to create space,
he played a backwards pass to
George Bakoulas who was able
to slice his way through the heart
of the Maine defense to hammer
home his shot for a 3-0 lead.
Then three minutes later
Cuchella scored his second goal,
heading a shot past Mongeon off
a throw-in.
A minute later, the Black
Bears lone goal came when sen-
ior forward Justin Stockford
placed his shot in the lower left-
hand corner of the net to beat
UMBC keeper Andy Marchica.
Despite being outshot 13-10,
one category Maine had the
advantage in was corner kicks as
they had seven, whereas UMBC
had two.
The Black Bears will return
to Alumni Field on October 24th
to take on Binghamton for
Homecoming. After their noon
match with Binghamton, Maine
will play Holy Cross in
Falmouth on Oct. 26. Five days
later, the Black Bears will travel
to Stony Brook.
Aim
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CAMPUS PHOTO BY MATEJ KHAJCOVIC
CONFUSION IN FRONT — Greg Moore scores off a pass from Brent Shepheard in Friday's win over Niagara 4-3. Maine plays St. Lawrence at Alfond
Arena this Friday and Saturday.
HOCKEY
From Page 10
"I really liked our, game on
Saturday," said Whitehead. "I
thought we played our first com-
plete game of the season."
Whitehead believes the games
allowed the Black Bears the chance
to get back on the right track.
"I think were moving in the right
direction," said Whitehead. "We
got contributions from everyone in
that game."
This past weekend's game also
saw the emergence of a new Black
Bear offensive weapon appear in
the form of junior Derek Damon.
The talented local boy from Bangor
led the Black Bears assault on net
with three goals and one assist in
the sweep. Damon currently leads
all of the nation and Hockey East in
scoring with five goals and three
assists for an impressive total of
eight points.
Damon is followed closely in
the Hockey East scorers statistics
by last season's postseason star Ben
Murphy. Murphy is currently posi-
tioned second for Hockey East
scorers, boasting six points on the
young season. He has collected two
goals and four assists on the year.
Last year's Rookie of the Year
Michel Leveille has also emerged
as the best playmaker on the squad,
registering two goals and two
assists on the season. Greg Moore,
as well, is tied for eighth place in
Hockey Fast with Leveille. Moore
has recorded three goals and one
assist on the season.
It is the success of both the elite
players and young players that have
highlighted the play for the Black
Bears.
"Some of our first year players
have really emerged for us," said
Whitehead. "As well, our elite play-
ers are beginning to play like elite
players."
The Black Bears will be tested
against an opponent that boasts one
of the best first lines on the east
coast and a proven goalie in the
form of Mike McKenna. St.
Lawrence currently' stands at 1-2-1
on the season and is coming off an
astounding victory over nationally
ranked Michigan State.
"St. Lawrence had a good win
against Michigan State, they have a
veteran goalie, and two-thirds of
their top line back," said
Whitehead. "Their going to be a
tough competitor coming into
Alfond with nothing to lose."
Mckenna promises to play an
vital role in the series after coming
off a 37 stop victory in net against
MSU. The senior goaltender con-
firmed his emergence as one of the
best goalies in the ECAC this week
after being named the ITECH-
USCHO.com Defensive Player of
the Week. Mckenna added to his
mystique when he stopped 75 of the
80 shots he faced last weekend
helping the Saints earn a split
against MSU and Michigan. He
turned aside 38 shots in Saturday's
lost to the Wolverines.
On the season Mckenna is 1-2-1.
He is carrying a 2.47 goals against
average and a .929 save percentage
into this weekends battle with the
Black Bears. Mckenna has made 18
straight intercollegiate starts for the
Saints, 19 in a row counting the
exhibition decision against the U.S.
under 18 squad.
"Mckenna is real good, he's a
veteran who has plenty of experi-
ence," said Whitehead.
The Black Bears will need to do
just that if they plan on escaping
this weekend unscathed. St.
Lawrence will be looking to use
their potent offensive attack of Kyle
Rank, John Zeiler and Drew
Bagnall to purge Jimmy Howard's
net.
UMaine currently ranks second
in team defense in the Hockey East,
giving up 13 in five games for a
2.60 goals against per game aver-
age. The Black Bears are also hop-
ing to continue their recent success
on the penalty kill, against a St.
Lawrence squad that has made a
habit of finding ways to induce
power play minutes. UMaine has
given up five goals on 38 penalty
kill opportunities.
On the reverse side, the Black
Bears will be hoping to gamer their
own set of power plays for a squad
that has gone 8 for 38 on power
play situations.
"This weekend is an opportunity
to take the next step," said
Whitehead. "Hopefully we can
string togetheray.;hole 120 minutes
of good hocl
v
ly,
e 
Winch is tough for
a young team."
In net for the Black Bears will
mostly likely be All American
Jimmy Howard, who allowed
freshman goalie Matt Lundin to
step into the limelight this past
weekend and collect his first colle-
giate victory. It was a victory that
allowed Lundin to be placed on the
Hockey East Honor Roll with his
older brother of UMaine, Mike
Lundin, this past week. The
younger of the Lundin 's stopped 28
of 30 shots during the 6-2 win.
Howard has recorded 238 minutes
on the year picking up a 2-2 record.
Along the way Howard has also
registered a 2.77 goals against aver-
age and .892 save percentage.
Along with Howard and the
proven producers thus far this sea-
son, Maine will be looking to get
production from highly rated
recruits Rob Bellamy and Keenan
Hopson, both of which have pro-
vided an immediate impact on the
Black Bears bench.
"Since we didn't have a real
training camp, these first few
games serve as a training camp in a
way," said Whitehead. " I think we
will be well prepared when we hit
conference competition."
The Black Bears and Saints are
set to tussle Friday at 7 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday night at the
Alfond Arena.
FOES
From Page 20
Albany is 2-1 in the conference
and 7-8 overall.
A win over both Vermont and
Albany would give Maine a 4-1
conference record before head-
ing off to play Northeastern.
"Winning both of these
games will put us in a great
position head to head with
Northeastern," said senior Traci
Rainone, "and then it all
depends on Northeastern and
BU, who wins and who loses
that game."
SKEETER'S STORE
705 Stillwater Avenue, Old Town 827-1976 
OPEN UNTIL MIDNITE FRI & SAT
All Beer Below Suggested Retail!!!
Discounted Cigarette Prices, Soda and Snacks
Open Mon-Thur 9am-11pm, Sun Noon-5pm
There is a chance that Maine
could host the conference tour-
nament, if they win their
remaining conference games
and BU loses two of theirs. The
first place team hosts the tour-
nament.
Although the Black Bears
know what they have to do
down the road the loss to BU a
couple weeks ago was a tough
one to take and one that may
have hurt them.
"The loss definitely hurt us,"
said head coach Terry Kix. "On
that day I thought BU out
played us, and they were the
better team."
The Black Bears are confi-
dent that they can beat the
Terriers if the two teams meet
again.
we're going to bounce back,"
said Rainone. "I can't wait to
see them again."
The Black Bears moved up a
few spots in the National Field
Hockey Coaches Association
Division I poll, which was
released Tuesday. BU and
Maine are neck and neck in the
rankings. While BU is ranked
No. 21, Maine is right behind
them at No. 22.
Friday's game at Vermont
begins at 11 a.m., and Sunday's
game at Albany begins at 1 p.m.
Both games are critical to
Maine's season and will help
decide where they are seeded
going into the tournament.
"Both games are critical,"
said Kix. "Any conference
opponent that we play really
. 1 '
ings."
The Black Bears enjoyed last
weekend off preparing for what
Traci Rainone hopes will be the
final road trip of her career. If it
is, it will be bittersweet but that
will only be true if Maine is
able to host the tournament at
home.
While the Black Bears are
eager to play Northeastern and
possibly host the conference
tournament, they are not ready
to get too far ahead of them-
selves just yet. Right now they
are focused on Vermont and
Albany.
"We have to win these games
this weekend .to make the con-
ference tournament," said
Rainone, "and that's our num-
ber one priority right now."
f fArtriffirlArtestall
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Fox broadcasting set to please the Yankee faithful
By Kyle Fortinsky
For The Maine Campus
Dear FOX Broadcasting,
A big thank you to Joe Buck
and Tim McCarver of FOX Sports
for making millions of baseball
viewers fall in love with their
mute buttons. We couldn't have
done it without you guys. Your
ultra-conservative nature and bla-
tant preference for the New York
Yankees — even while on the air
— have made us all appreciate the
hard work and effort you put into
each 2004 American League
Championship Series (ALCS)
telecast. While we understand it
is not easy to commentate a seven
game series between the Boston
Red Sox and Yours Truly, and at
the same time silently root for
New York, we are sure no viewer
suspects your bias; and, in fact,
we were fooled ourselves.
Please accept these gift baskets
as a token of the team's apprecia-
tion regarding your playoff cover-
age. In them you will find com-
memorative Yankee hats and
shirts, a copy of the newly
released Yankeeography DVD,
Joe Torre bobble head dolls and a
signed picture of Derek Jeter and
Alex Rodriguez enjoying cham-
pagne in a hot tub together — just
as Tim McCarver had asked for.
Also enclosed are papers
regarding your broadcasting
extension with FOX Sports. After
a talk with Yankee owner George
Steinbrenner, the organization
and FOX have agreed to terms on
a new 20-year deal. Playoff base-
ball — and more importantly,
Yankee playoff baseball — now
has a permanent home with FOX.
Simply sign the yellow copy and
it is a done deal. Joe Buck and
Time McCarver, you are now the
eternal voices of New York in
October, congratulations.
If you're wondering what will
happen to your third man in the
booth, Al Leiter, we took care of
him. Apparently Al was too neu-
tral in his broadcast contributions
to remain with FOX. Being a for-
mer New York Mets pitcher didn't
help either.
Of course, your rights will be
signed over to the Yankee organi-
zation, as you are now both on
Mr. Steinbrenner's payroll. Don't
worry, an annual seven-figure
salary is sure to satisfy even you,
Tim — with your outdated, argyle
sports coats and unnecessarily
large on-air vocabulary. If you've
seen the Visa check commercials
thoroughly explaining The Boss's
wrist injury, have no fear. He is
working with a specialist and will
be able to write your checks when
the time comes — estimated to be
the same day as the signing of
free-agent Carlos Beltran from
Houston.
We have one request
upon inking the new contract. No
matter the playoff opponent, we'd
like you to talk the Yankees up a
little more during pregame tele-
casts. We are aware of potential-
ly angered viewers; but let's be
realistic, they're already angry.
This is a favor for New York fans.
Complaints have poured in by
New Yorkers claiming their
beloved Yankees aren't talked
about enough in the pregame. So
if you could beef up the "Yankees
are the best team ever" theme, we
would be extremely appreciative.
This isn't a question, it's an order.
Keep up the good work; and
Tim, Joe, you two will receive
World Series rings if the Bronx
bombers win another champi-
onship. Delivered personally by
Steinbrenner and FOX owner
Rupert Murdoch, the rings will
symbolize your faith and support
of the greatest franchise in base-
ball history: the New York
Yankees. Enjoy Game 7 tonight,
and if Boston becomes the first
baseball team ever to come back
from a 3-0 series deficit, please
keep your composure and at least
try to smile. Your somber tones
and melancholy faces will be tol-
erated, but sell the fact that you
are impressed with the Red Sox.
Tim, tell the viewers that those
are tears of joy and that you
would still carry Derek Jeter's
child if it were scientifically pos-
sible. Thank you, and good luck
in the future.
Women's hockey earns various conference honors after game
By Ryan Clark -
For The Maine Campus
After last weekend's successful
road trip against the University of
Vermont, the University of Maine
women's hockey team received
some good news from the Hockey
East conference.
On Tuesday, sophomore net-
minder Rachel Gettings was
named the Hockey East's
Defensive Player of the Week for
her shutout performance against
the Catamounts. The Watervliet,
N.Y. native earned her first career
shutout win in her first collegiate
start. Gettings was able to stop 17
shots en route to the Black Bears
first victory of the season.
The Black Bears received more
good news when defender Julie
Poulin and forward Sonia
Corriveau were named to the
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Hockey East Honor Roll for their
performances against Vermont.
"I think Rachel did well for her
first game and with Julie being in
her first year, she also did well,"
Corriveau said. " We are feeling
Women's hockey
confident in ourselves because we
were able to win and get a tie."
"At the beginning of the year
we were nervous with having a
new system, a new goalie and lots
of first years, but after winning,
we are looking forward towards
the rest of the season."
Corriveau was named to the
honor roll after providing an
insurance goal in Friday's win.
As for Poulin, she played a key
role in Saturday's game as the
Black Bears came back from a 2-0
score to tie the game at 2-2. The
defender was able to setup the first
goal when her shot was redirected
by Karine Senecal to cut the lead
to 2-1. Minutes later with a 6-on-5
advantage, Kate Sundstrom found
Poulin when she was able to get
the puck past Vermont goalie
Kami Cote to send the game into
overtime.
"I thought in the first, we came
out and played solid and even
though it was our first game and
was on the road and got better as
we went along," said women's
hockey coach Guy Perron. "We
faced a good goalie, and I thought
on the second night we started
playing well after the second peri-
od."
"I was very pleased that we
were able to do all that with a 6-
on-5. Just to tie the game really
made our evening. Ties are not
great, but getting three out of four
was not too shabby."
Since the Black Bears will not
play again until next weekend, the
team will run several practices
that focus on different aspects,
such as taking advantage of power
play opportunities. By having a
week off, Perron made sure that
his players have ample time to
relax and study for exams. Perron
admitted that this has been a diffi-
cult week with players on his
teams having exams, but they
have been able to stay sharp on
the ice.
Maine's next game on Oct. 29
will come against a Brown team
that is ranked No. 10 in the coun-
try according to
www.USCHO.com.
"Next weekend is going to be a
big game and its not going to be
the same team as Vermont,"
Corriveau said. "Under the new
system, everyone has done their
job, and if we keep on doing that,
we will continue to play well."
PIVOTAL
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way tie for second place in the
north.
As the Bears move past the
halfway point of their season, the
five games remaining on their
schedule are entirely against inner
division teams of the North.
"As you look at the standings
you see the opportunity to win that
division," said Cosgrove. "That's
what we've talked about, and
that's where we're headed."
Currently, Maine is in a four
way tie for second place in the
north.
As the Bears look back over
the first six games and take stock
of where they are at, the team con-
tinues to have a positive outlook
for its success from here on out.
"I think the way we've been
improving lately is good enough
to go on and be successful with
the rest of the season," said junior
wideout Kevin McMahan.
"We're definitely moving in the
right direction."
Despite the loss against James
Madison University last Saturday,
Maine learned some things from
that game that will carry over this
weekend.
"We had a lot of intensity on
both sides of the ball," said senior
defensive end Marcus Walton. "If
••you ,hrtng • that intensitypv0
• • • i
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going to win 99 percent of your
games."
Northeastern will bring some
intensity of its own, coming in
with the No. 2 scoring offense in
the conference.
The Huskies run the ball using
three different backs in Anthony
Riley, James West and Shawn
Gyles. Its passing game has been
proven effective with the duo of
Cory Parks [101.2 yards per
game] and Quintin Mitchell [62.2
yards per game] at the receiver
positions.
The man in the black and red
running this talented offense is
quarterback Shawn Brady who
leads the league in pass efficiency
and averages 211 yard per game.
"[Brady] has become a little
more prominent in their offense
than he was last year," said
Cosgrove. "That's something
we've got to be aware of. He's
just a real good player and has
done tremendously well for
them."
Although the Huskies offense
has enjoyed success this season,
the Black Bear defense is no
stranger to kudos and is ready for
yet another challenge.
"We just have to play Black
Hole defense, come out with that
intensity, fly around, have fun, and
do what we're capable of doing,"
said Walton.
On the other side of the ball,
Northeastern is led by linebacker
Liam Ezekiel who had ,17, tackles
against Harvard last week and is
complemented by ten other solid
defenders on the field.
"They play hard," said
McMahan. "They are a lot like us
in the way their defense plays, and
their offense plays as well."
McMahan said that
Northeastern and Maine run some
similar plays along with having
similar personnel on their rosters.
"What we go against in prac-
tice is a lot of what we'll see in the
game on Saturday," he said.
The Black Bears will go into
Saturday's match in hopes of con-
tinuing its running game that was
established last weekend. Led by
Marcus Williams who rushed for
166 yards, UMaine hopes to bal-
ance its running with its passing
game.
"If you can [run and pass], and
that's something we will do, then
you're getting all of your players
involved and you have a better
chance at success," said Cosgrove.
Brandon McGowan will head
up the defense once again with 58
total tackles, while Daren Stone
(50 tackles) — and the rest of the
Black Hole — will be key to a win
against the Huskies.
The Black Bears plan to stack
up the wins and show that they are
in fact better than average.
"What makes [this game] spe-
cial is knowing that this is the
beginning of having to go unde-
feated from here on out," said
McMahan.
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PATRIOTS CORNER
By Matt Williams
For The Maine Campus
For the first time in over 20
years, two undefeated teams will
face off in week seven of the
NFL season Sunday when your
New England Patriots put their
NFL record twenty game win-
ning streak on the line against
the New York Jets. Along with
the Philadelphia Eagles, the
teams atop the AFC East division
are the only remaining unbeaten
teams, sharing 5-0 records. The
game provides a very interesting
appetizer for New England
sports fans for the upcoming
weekend.
The Patriots are coming off an
impressive 30-20 win over the
Seattle Seahawks, while the Jets
scored 13 fourth quarter points to
come from behind and beat the
San Francisco 49ers 22-14 last
week. The Pats and Jets run sim-
ilar offenses, featuring a strong
running attack and an accurate,
efficient passing game.
The familiar Curtis Martin
looks like a rookie again, leading
the NFL with 613 yards. Martin
has six touchdowns so far this
year, after finding the end zone
only once last season. New York
will undoubtedly look to pound
the ball against a Patriots defense
that is ranked 16th against the
run and has surrendered 111
yards a game on average. The
Jets liment Martin's rushing with
quarterback Chad Pennington,
who ranks sixth in the NFL with
a 97.8 passer efficiency rating,
throwing for 1151 yards, 5 scores
and just two interceptions. The
Pats pass defense is ranked 22nd
in the league, but they have
seven interceptions and 19 sacks
— both second in the NFL.
Don't let the poor yardage num-
bers fool you, though; the
Patriots defense plays "bend but
don't break" football and is at
the top of the league in points
allowed.
The Patriots running game
isn't too shabby either, featuring
Corey Dillon, who has 522 yards
and three touchdowns, averaging
an AFC-best 4.9 yards per carry.
The Jets counter with a stingy
run defense that's eigth in the
league and only allowing 100
yards a game. Who can overlook
MEMORIES
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direction on this team."
Ky Cowan
Assisstant defensive
backfield
"My husband and I have five
dogs at home, the biggest one
weighs 25 pounds and the
smallest one weighs five
pounds and I speak about them
quite often here around the
office. Our daughter is grown
up and lives on her own so we
treat these four legged friends
as kids. I tried to get Jeff to buy
a dog for himself and Andrea,
but to no avail. I tried fyi- 1,11frm,
and
-a
-half years, almost. everY
Super Bowl MVP Tom Brady,
who comes into the game with a
93.5 passer rating, having thrown
for 1159 yards, 10 TDs and 5
picks? The Jets defense has
forced 13 turnovers, so protect-
ing the football will be a priority
this weekend.
New England's offensive line
will be tested, faced with the task
of opening holes for Dillon
against a strong Jets defensive
front. They will also be asked to
contain defensive end John
Abraham, who leads the AFC
with 7.0 sacks. The line has only
allowed six sacks this year, doing
a fine job of allowing Brady
plenty of time to throw. They
will need to keep this up on
Sunday if the Patriots are going
to be successful.
The X-Factor in the game is,
of course, the fact that the
Patriots are playing at home.
They allowed a 17-0 lead to
dwindle to 23-20 last week
before scoring the game clinch-
ing TD in the final period, further
cementing themselves as the
most clutch team of all time.
They'll keep teams off-balance
by throwing to second year
defensive tackle Dan Klecko on
a key third down. You never
know who will make the huge,
game clinching play. Last week
it was speedster Bethel Johnson,
making an unbelievable diving
catch in the waning minutes,
while two weeks ago it was Tedy
Bruschi forcing a fumble
Richard Seymour took to paydirt.
Last week, most experts were
picking the Seahawks to beat the
Patriots and end their streak,
blindly ignoring the Pat's clutch
abilities and the fact that the
game was in Foxboro. Herman
Edwards' Jets have a better
record than Seattle, and best the
Seahawks in most major statisti-
cal categories, so it's logical to
think a lot of people might be
picking New York this week. No
matter what, it should be a tight
game between division rivals
who know each other well. Time
and time again we've seen how
the Patriots respond in tight
games, and this week should be
no different.
day, but it just wasn't going to
happen. Around six months ago
he came into my office on a
Monday morning and was
beaming like he had just won
the lottery. He and Andrea had
gone out and adopted a puppy
that weekend and named him
Olsen. We had such great talks
about crate training him, what
to feed him, etc. You really
would have thought that we
were talking about our children.
He was so proud of that dog. I
think Olsen gave him , alot of
comfort when he really needed
it. You know animals — they
are loyal, non-judgemental and
will love you forever. I will
always remember Jeff and what
a great person he was!"
Jozn rojlo
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TANGLED IN HARTFORD — Marie-Michele Brouchard attempts to steal the ball from
Hartford defender Brooks Johnson in Friday's 5-0 in favor of UMaine.
UNH
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nonconference schedule, playing
teams like Oklahoma State, trav-
eling to Oregon to play Oregon
State and Fresno State, and fac-
ing off against some Ivy League
schools such as Brown and
Harvard. The Wildcats are led
by Best, who has 11 goals and
two assists in 16 games for the
Wildcats. The rest of their scor-
ing is scattered throughout the
team. UNH is currently 8-6-2
overall and are looking to knock
the Black Bears off to move into
sole possession of first place.
However, Maine is playing
their best soccer so far this sea-
son and will be looking to show
that their defense can overpower
any adversary they face. They
shut down the conference's
leading scorer Amy Cochran last
weekend in the Vermont game.
The Black Bears face off
against UNH this Sunday at
2:30 p.m. on Alumni Field. They
head to New York next weekend
to face Stony Brook and Albany
to finish out the season.
PUMPKIN STOUT
REItASt PARTY
Friday, Oct 22nd
$3 cover charge $1 for the ladies
Cover charge includes 2 tickets, each
ticket good for $1 pint of Bearbrew
Pumpkin Stout or $2 shot of lbgermeister.
Midnight drawing for 2 tickets to Patriots
game and hotel for 2 in Boston. CHEAP
DRINKS, great prizes, lots of fun,
Also V. Bearbrew and Bud Light Pints and
$3 well drinks Party starts at 9pm.
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UMaine
aims for
another
big sweep
By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
On Saturday, the University of
Maine men's ice hockey team
will complete their third straight
homestand of the year against an
Men's Hockey
underrated St. Lawrence squad
hailing from the Eastern Altantic
Athletic Association. More
importantly, however, with the
conclusion of this weekend's
series the Black Bears will began
to understand where they stand
with conference competition
looming only a week away.
The Black Bears enter this
weekends duel with the Saints,
coming off a sweep of the
Niagara Purple Eagles on home
ice. The dual victories over
Niagara came after a debilitating
sweep by North Dakota two
weeks ago at Alfond Arena. With
the defeats coming before a
National audience and extreme
critique, the Black Bears are now
beginning to return to full stride.
Maine is currently 3-2-0 on the
season and ranked fifth in the
nation in both the USCHO-CSTV
poll and the USAToday-USA
Hockey Magazine poll. UMaine
head coach Tim Whitehead
believes that last weekend's
matches will serve important
roles in the young season.
See HOCKEY on Page 17
-
A lasting
tribute
Friends and co-workers of
recently deceased University
of Maine football coach Jeff
Cole remember the influential
member of UMaine athletics.
"Coach Cole was a big
Yankees fan. Being here in
New England he knew I was a
Red Sox fan. He always had
the pleasure of offering a seat
on the Yankee band wagon."
Steve Jones
Equipment manager
"My memories of coach
Cole are unfortunately short.
I've only had the priviledge of
working with him for a few
months, but the things I've
learned from him will be with
me forever. The one thing he
. said to me in the morning is
"Are you a part of the core
because there is only one
See MEMORIES on Page 19
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LOOKING FOR THE HOLE — Wide receiver Arel Gordon makes eye contact with a James Madison defenseman during
last Saturday's loss 24-20.
UM prepares for pivotal conference game
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
The University of Maine foot-
ball team, like every athletic pro-
gram, is evaluated by wins and
losses. With a 3-3 overall record
going in to game seven, the Black
Bears expect to leave the 500
mark behind for the remainder of
the season.
"I don't think we're average, I
don't think we have average play-
ers," said head coach Jack
Cosgrove. "Yet, we're labeled as
average, we have to fix that, and I
think we can."
Football
UMaine fell to its lowest poll
ranking this season when the team
landed at the 19th spot this week.
"It's clear that our goals about
the A-10 championship are not as
realistic today as they were [last
week]," said Cosgrove. "There is
still a reality to it if things hap-
pen."
The reality starts when
Northeastern visits Alfond
Stadium for Homecoming this
Saturday at 2 p.m. The Huskies
are ranked first in the north divi-
sion of the conference with a 2-1
record.
As the Black Bears move past
the halfway point of their season,
the five games remaining on their
schedule are entirely against inner
division teams of the North.
"As you look at the standings
you see the opportunity to win
that division," said Cosgrove.
"That's what we've talked about,
and that's where we're headed."
Currently, Maine is in a four-
See PIVOTAL on Page 18
Black Bears to battle for first place
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
After a pair of victories over
the weekend, the University of
Maine women's soccer team pre-
pares to face their rivals for
Homecoming weekend. On
Sunday, UMaine is set to face off
against the Wildcats of the
University of New Hampshire,
which promises to be a battle for
the top spot in America East.The
Black Bears are now tied for first
with the Wildcats in the America
East conference.
"We take each opportunity as it
comes with a young team," said
head coach Scott Atherley, "we
just take it one day at a time, even
45 minutes or a half at a time."
The Black Bears did just that
over the weekend, dominating
their opponents every minute dur-
ing both games. Maine stomped
Hartford 5-0 and beat Vermont 3-
1 at Alumni Field over the week-
end.
Home-field advantage has
played an important role for the
Black Bears, ho now stand at 5-
1 on Alumni Field. UMaine is
currently enjoying their recent
success at home.
"You definitely want to use
your home field to your advan-
tage," said Atherley, "At this
stage of the year we are getting
down to the wire and I think we
are peaking, and if there is any
time of the year you want to peak
it is at the end of the year."
The Black Bears are currently
on a three-game winning streak
Women's soccer
right now, with the wins coming
against Vermont and Hartford this
weekend and a win over Boston
University last weekend. Maine
has catapulted themselves to the
top of the America East confer-
ence with a stellar defense, great
goaltending, and timely scoring.
Maine now boasts a record of 10-
4-1 overall and 4-2-0 in America
East.
Laura Harper led the team in
scoring this weekend and was
named America East co-rookie of
the week. Harper, who tallied four
of UMaine's eight goals on the
weekend, just missed snagging
the player of the week honors.
UNH's Chiara Best garnered the
award instead. Best tallied three
goals with an assist to give the
Wildcats victories over Hartford
and Vermont this past weekend.
The weekend was a record set-
ting one for UMaine, as well.
Black Bear forward Heather
Hathorn set the school record for
points with 59 this weekend,
breaking the record held by cur-
rent assistant coach Annie Hamel.
Hamel's old record stood at 58
points. Goaltender Tanya Adorno
also tied the school record for
career shutouts with 17.Adorno
has at least three more games this
season and all of next season to
break that record.
With homecoming looming,
the Black Bears now look ahead
to the UNH wildcats.
The two rival schools are cur-
rently tied for the top spot in the
America East conference at 4-2-
0. The Wildcats had a very tough
See UNH on Page 19
Field hockey
eager to play
conference foes
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine field
hockey team is entering the final
stretch of its season with just four
regular season games remaining.
Three of their remaining games
will be against conference oppo-
nents, and two of them they will
have to play on the road. Both
road games come this weekend at
Vermont and at Albany.
The Black Bears are currently
in a good position to make the
four-team conference tourna-
ment. Maine is currently in third
place in the America East confer-
ence with a 2-1 record, and with a
win over Vermont on Friday, the
Black Bears will be guaranteed a
top four spot.
Vermont is 1-3 in the America
East and just 2-13 on their season.
See FOES on Page 17
